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CASE  STUDY  2 

F R A N K   O ' G E H R Y    A N D    A S S O C I A T E S 

 http://www.foga.com/ 

 

Frank O'Gehry and Associates1 (FOGA), a world premier architectural firm 

located in Santa Monica, California, was founded in 1962  by 1989 Pritzker Prize 

winner Frank O'Gehry, FAIA.  Frank O'Gehry and Associates has received 

innumerable design awards and was awarded the Gold Medal from the American 

Institute of Architects in 1999. Frank Gehry is a design leader and has 

experimented with creative forms and innovative use of materials for decades;  

the firm has a portfolio of acclaimed work and is heralded among the top design 

firm in the world.   

 

The firm has experienced tremendous success over the past decade and 

currently "selects" their projects from an abundance of possible clients. Much of 

FOGA's success has been attributed to the utilization of computer technologies, 

most notably, CATIA software by Dassault of France, a high-end Computer 

Aided Industrial Design (CAID) software.  Transformation of the design to 

construction process began in 1991 when Jim Glymph joined the firm; 

correspondingly, intra-organizational and inter-organizational relationships 

                                                 
1 Harvard Design School - Advanced Studies Program - Candidate for Doctor of Design Larry R. Barrow - AIA, 
prepared this case under the supervision of Professor Spiro Pollalis as the basis for class discussion rather than to 
illustrate either effective or ineffective handling of information technology and professional practice development. 

 
Copyright © 2000 by the President and Fellows of Harvard College. To order copies, call (617) 495-4784 or write the 
publishing Division, Harvard Design School, Boston, MA 02138. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored 
in a retrieval system, used in a spreadsheet, or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic, mechanical, 
photocopying, recording, or otherwise - without the permission of Harvard Design School 
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between project participants have changed. Computer technologies have 

enabled, heretofore impossible, acclaimed complex sculpturesque forms and 

structures.  Frank Gehry is recognized as a design genius, concurrently, one 

must note the business savvy and creativity with which Gehry has modeled his 

architecture practice.    

 

BACKGROUND -  FRANK O. GEHRY  

The following data is quoted from the The Official Walt Disney Hall Web Site2.    

Frank Gehry is Design Principal for the firm of Frank O. 
Gehry and Associates, Inc., which he established in 
1962. Before founding the firm, Mr. Gehry worked with 
architects Victor Gruen and Pereira & Luckman in Los 
Angeles, and with Andre Remondet in Paris. 

 

Raised in Toronto, Canada, Frank Gehry moved with his 
family to Los Angeles in 1947. Mr. Gehry received his Bachelor of 
Architecture from the University of Southern California, and he studied 
City Planning at the Harvard University Graduate School of Design. In 
subsequent years, Mr. Gehry has built an architectural career that has 
spanned four decades and produced public and private buildings in 
America, Europe and Asia. In an article published in The New York Times 
in November 1989, noted architecture critic Paul Goldberger wrote that 
Mr. Gehry's "buildings are powerful essays in primal geometric form and… 
materials, and from an aesthetic standpoint they are among the most 
profound and brilliant works of architecture of our time." Mr. Gehry's work 
reflects a particular concern that people exist comfortably within the 
spaces that he creates, and an insistence that his buildings address the 
context and culture of their sites. 
 

Mr. Gehry's work has earned him the most significant awards in the 
architectural field. In 1977, he was named recipient of the Arnold W. 
Brunner Memorial Prize in Architecture from the American Academy of 
Arts and Letters. In 1989, he was awarded the Pritzker Architecture Prize, 
perhaps the premiere accolade of the field, honoring "significant 
contributions to humanity and the built environment through the art of 

                                                 
2 The Official Walt Disney Hall Web Site   (http://www.disneyhall.com/) 
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architecture." In 1992, he received the Wolf Prize in Art (Architecture) from 
the Wolf Foundation. In the same year, he was named the recipient of the 
Praemium Imperiale Award by the Japan Art Association to "honor 
outstanding contributions to the development, popularization, and 
progress of the arts." In 1994, he became the first recipient of the Dorothy 
and Lillian Gish Award for lifetime contribution to the arts. In 1998, he 
received the National Medal of Arts, and he became the first recipient of 
the Friedrich Kiesler Prize. In 1999 he received the Lotos Medal of Merit 
from the Lotos Club, and he received the Gold Medal from the American 
Institute of Architects. 

 

 

Frank Gehry has drawn design inspiration from contemporary artists. In his early 

acclaimed personal home renovation,  he credits the use of chain link fencing 

and sheet metal panels to  the influence of peer artists in the Los Angeles area 

who were experimenting with modern material compositions in the urban 

landscape.  FOGA has always been recognized as a "design" firm, prior to the 

early 1990's, FOGA was not doing construction documents.  FOGA's focus on 

the early phases of design is partially attributed to the highly litigious environment 

in the California design and construction (architecture) during the 1980's3.  FOGA 

was limiting services in an effort to avoid legal exposure, and consequent 

financial damages. A milestone in the career of Frank Gehry occurred in 1989 

with the award of the heralded Pritzker Prize. 

 

Frank Gehry - Excerpt - Pritzker Prize Acceptance Speech -1989 

I am obsessed with architecture. It is true, I am restless, trying to find 
myself as an architect, and how best to contribute in this world filled with 
contradiction, disparity, and inequality, even passion and opportunity. It is 
a world in which our values and priorities are constantly being challenged. 

                                                 
3 GSD 7212 - Issues in Architecture - Harvard Design School, Spring - 1999 (Carl Sapers, Mack Scoggin and Virginia 
Beach) 
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It is simplistic  to expect a single right answer  {italics by writer].  
Architecture is a small piece of  this human equation, but for those of us 
who practice it, we  believe in its potential to make a difference, to 
enlighten and to enrich the human experience, to penetrate the barriers of 
misunderstanding and provide a beautiful context for life's drama.   

 

MISSION - Organizational Change and Technology 

Jim Glymph joined FOGA in 1991, during the Disney Concert Hall project,  with  

the condition that FOGA would do construction documents in-house.   This 

fundamental change in business process, and ultimate production demands for 

the Bilbao Museum, resulted in a dramatic increase in FOGA staff. 

 

 

 

Figure 1 
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Figure 24 

 

 

For further insight into the evolution of FOGA, and the successful 

accomplishment of innovative architecture, we will review two projects, the 

Disney Concert Hall and the Guggenheim Bilbao Museum, both were initiated 

during this transformative period at FOGA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
4 Source: Personal interview:  Luis Rodriguez, PE, PhD - IDOM - Project Manager for the Bilbao 
Guggenheim Museum.  
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 THE  WALT  DISNEY  CONCERT  HALL  

LOS ANGELES, CA - USA 

http://www.disneyhall.com/ 

 

The CONTEXT:  1982-1987   

Mrs. Walt (Lillian) Disney sold "commercial rights" to 

her husband's name, for approximately fifty million 

dollars, to the Walt Disney Corporation in 1982.  She 

wanted her late husband's name to be  

remembered, not only commercially, but also 

through philanthropic associations. Quoting Virginia 

Beach: 5   

Her quest had precedent in the city of Los 
Angeles. In the 1950s and 60s, the wife of 
another rich businessman, Norman 
Chandler, publisher of the L.A. Times, had 
contributed her money and time to a similar 
purpose. She had led the general effort to 
build Los Angeles County's three-building, 
7.5-acre Music Center and, in particular, the 
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion, its enormous 
main hall and nucleus. As it turns out, the 
Chandlers' son-in-law, F. Daniel Frost, 
besides holding a position on the board of 
his in-laws' newspaper and chairing the 
board of their Music Center, had also been 
Walt Disney's personal tax attorney. 

 

The Los Angeles Music Center was using the Chandler Pavilion for productions 

of both opera and symphony; this multi-purpose arrangement often led to 

                                                 
5 Virginia Beach - Building  Sketches: Disney Concert Hall, Los Angeles and Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao.  GSD 7212 
Professors Carl Sapers, Mack Scoggin, and Virginia Beach.  This project was a component of the course material for 
class discussion and analysis. 

 

Lillian Bounds Disney 

 
Lillian Disney Dies at 98 
Walt Disney's Widow 
 Supported the Arts 

LOS ANGELES, December 17, 1997 -- 
Lillian Disney, the conservative check to 
Walt Disney's daring genius, has died. 
The widowed arts patron was 98. 
 
Mrs. Disney did not live to see the 
completion of the Walt Disney Concert 
Hall, an addition to the downtown Music 
Center which she seeded with a $50 
million donation 10 years ago.  
 
The former Lillian Bounds was married to 
the studio chief for 41 years. She was her 
husband's primary sounding board, and 
he would run his revolutionary ideas -- 
from "Snow White" to Disneyland -- by 
her for approval. She tended to be the 
careful balance to her husband's 
brashness. 
 
Born in Spalding, Idaho, in 1899 as the 
10th child of Jeanette Short Bounds and 
Willard Pehall Bounds, Mrs. Disney grew 
up in Lapwai on the Nez Perce Indian 
Reservation.  
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scheduling conflicts, additionally, frequent stage 

reconfigurations resulted in high labor costs. Thus, 

Daniel Frost approached Mrs. Disney with the 

proposal of  adding a fourth building to the existing 

tripartite facility; this proposed building would be 

dedicated solely to the philharmonic and, of course, 

be named the Walt Disney Concert Hall.  

Questions for Discussion 

1. What is the definition of "architecture"? 
2. What is the project delivery method in this 

"architecture" project?   
3. Who are the project players and what are their 

roles? 
4. What roles do the architect(s) play in the project 

value chain? 
5. What are the project innovations?  
6. What role does information technology play? 
7. What are the roles of the patron(s), client, 

project manager, executive architect, design 
architect,  and construction team members? 

 

The DESIGN COMPETITION 
 SELECTION of FOGA - 1988 
 
Lillian Disney donated fifty million dollars to the 

Music Center in May, 1987; the Music Center, via 

an architectural sub-committee, initiated an international design competition. The 

official program, produced by professional consultants, called for a 230,000 

square foot facility with a 2,500-seat "drum-shaped" concert hall (with 

unsurpassed acoustics),  a 1,000-seat chamber music hall, 55,000 square feet of 

She played on the Lapwai High School 
girls basketball team in 1917 before 
leaving for Los Angeles. She found a 
job as a $15-a-week "inker" of film 
frames at the Disney studio and soon 
thereafter met Disney. They were 
married on July 13, 1925, in Lewiston, 
Idaho.  
 
During the studio's ascendancy, the 
publicity-shy Mrs. Disney avoided the 
Hollywood social scene. Her husband 
was too busy with work and she was 
not inclined to host parties.  
 
Later in her life, Mrs. Disney was active 
in fund-raising for the much-delayed 
Walt Disney Concert Hall, a Frank 
Gehry-designed new home of the Los 
Angeles Philharmonic.  
 
The hall was supposed to be opened by 
now. But construction funds are still 
incomplete, and all that sits on the 
downtown site today is a concrete 
foundation and a parking structure. The 
2,350-seat hall is now scheduled to 
open in 2001. Newly pledged funds 
bring the total money committed to the 
project to $160 million, about 80 percent 
of the amount needed.  
 
After her husband's death on Dec. 15, 
1966, she was active in the founding 
and building of the California Institute of 
the Arts , a multidisciplinary school that 
has produced many of the film 
industry's best animators. She also 
operated a foundation that gave 
charitable gifts.  

 
In 1996, Mrs. Disney donated $100,000 
to the Nez Perce Indians, who were 
trying to buy some ancient tribal 
artifacts.  
  
A daughter, Sharon, Walt and Lillian 
adopted, died in 1993. Lillian is survived 
by her daughter,  Diane Disney Miller of 
Napa, as well as 10 grandchildren and 
13 great-grandchildren.    
    
Source: The Detroit News - December 
18,1997 
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office space, and additionally, the County of Los Angeles  was  to provide 2,750 

parking spaces. Following the compilation of this forty-nine page building 

program, Lillian Disney then added her personal preferences. Quoting Beach: 

 
She hoped that the  complex would feel un-intimidating, relaxed, and 
welcoming in order to attract people from all parts of Los Angeles and 
even the world, but, most of all, that it would provide the city an oasis -- an 
"urban garden."  

 

In the summer of 1987, the Music Center, under the guidance of  the   Walt 

Disney Concert Hall Committee (WDCHC),  invited twenty-seven architects to 

enter what would be L.A.'s first competition for an important cultural building. 

Selected firms were requested to submit credentials, client references, project 

lists, and two-page essays. In the fall of 1988, the Architectural Subcommittee 

selected four semifinalists, Gottfried Boehm, Hans Hollein, James Stirling, and 

Frank Gehry (FOGA); each of the four firms received $75,000 to develop 

schematic design proposals. The intent of the competition was to identify a 

designer, not a design; further, it was understood that the selected "designer" 

would be associated with a local architect for technical development,  and the 

local architect would produce the construction documents.  In December of 1988, 

following submission of the four proposals, FOGA's design was chosen as the 

most responsive to the established design criteria, having created an accessible, 

park-like atmosphere as Lillian Disney envisioned.  
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Figure 3 
Disney Concert Hall Design Competition Models  

(December 1988 - LA Times) 
 

 

Figure 4 
Disney Concert Hall - FOGA Design Model - December, 1988 

(FOGA winning design competition model)  
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The  PROJECT  TEAM  and  DESIGN  REVISIONS - 1989 

In the Spring of 1989, several major events occurred, the client - Walt Disney 

Concert Hall Committee  (WDCHC) was formally established6 consisting of 

twelve persons. Fred Nicholas, an attorney and developer, chaired the 

committee. A Project Management firm, Stegeman/Kastner Inc., was hired and 

Fred Stegeman was the project director. A consortium of  General Contracting 

firms, (Peck Jones, Turner Construction, and Obayashi) were selected to form 

the building entity, Concert Hall Builders7.  Fred Nicholas was chosen chairman 

of the building team, the building team was responsible for cost estimating, 

during the design phase,  as well as ultimately constructing the building.  FOGA 

was paired with the executive architect, Dworsky Associates (DA); this action 

took place through a standard interview process and with the involvement and 

approval of FOGA.  Finally, due to Mrs. Disney's advanced age, the decision was 

made to fast-track the project;   the architect(s) were given a year and a half, 

(until March 1990) to produce the final design.  

 

According to Dan Dworsky, the architect of record, neither they nor FOGA were 

given an official budget; the working budget number was understood to be about 

the amount that the Disney donation would become as the interest compounded, 

plus some anticipated additional donations. Therefore, at the outset of design, 

the working number (budget) was between 85 and 95 million dollars, or  about 

$370 to $413 per square foot. Quoting Beach: 

                                                 
6 Source: Dan Dworsky, AIA via phone conversation of 22 August 2000. 
7 Source: Dan Dworsky, AIA via phone conversation of 22 August, 2000. 
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Though Gehry was told to use this amount as a guideline, he was also told 
to do his best design work - not to compromise his artistry in any way.  
Others were to monitor the finances  [italics by writer].  

 

Following the competition, and formal execution of a contract for services, FOGA 

reevaluated their winning design scheme. The "drum-shaped" concert hall, as 

prescribed by the program and the WDCHC's first acoustical consultant, a 

French firm, was felt not to be the optimum shape for acoustics. Consequently, 

the WDCHC, with recommendation from FOGA,  hired another acoustical 

consultant, thus replacing the French acoustical consultant with Minori Nagata & 

Associates, experts from Japan. Thus, FOGA,  Minori Nagata & Associates,  

expended months of time,  in an extensive model-study collaboration as an effort 

to determine the best interior shape for the desired acoustics. Dan Dworsky 

indicated these actions took place via "policy by the WDCHC." 

  
Figure 5 

Acoustical Interior Form Study Models 
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Concurrent with the 

extensive interior 

"shape" investigations, 

Frank Gehry also 

questioned his earlier  

design for the building 

exterior; Gehry 

decomposed the 

exterior  wall 

components such that the exterior wall skin was "freed" from structure and 

interior space geometries.   

 

In May of 1991, Gehry had developed an  exuberant, gestural design, fourteen 

months after the initial March, 1990 deadline.   

 

 

Figure 7 
Disney Concert Hall - FOGA Design Model - May, 1991 

 

Disney Concert Hall 
Frank O'Gehry - Design Evolution Sketch 

Figure 6 
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PROGRAM  -  DESIGN  REVISIONS  and  SCHEDULE  DELAYS  - 1991 

The project was behind schedule; the delays attributed to changes in the clients' 

program and redesigns by FOGA. Concurrent with extensive design studies by 

FOGA, the County of Los Angeles had been conducting financial studies of how 

best to develop the site;  Disney's donation seemingly presented an opportunity 

to address blighted blocks near the financial district.  The County of L.A.  hoped 

to leverage  the Concert Hall project into a plan for the whole area; this would 

increase the city's tax base through new office buildings, retail space, parking 

garages, and hotels. So, paradoxically,  in lieu of a financial feasibility plan 

generating a master plan and derived specific building projects;  in this case, a 

building project was generating master plans and financial feasibility studies. 

 

Major programmatic elements were added and deleted to the project which 

would have been attached to the Disney Hall. In the spring of 1990, a four 

hundred-room hotel was proposed which would have attached to the Disney Hall. 

This idea was abandoned, after a year of consideration. The hotel developer 

wanted to use non-union labor for the hotel services, however, the County of LA 

required the use of union labor, and this resulted in the hotel developer 

abandoning the project. Gehry was continually adapting his design, in an effort  

to accommodate the City's wishes, throughout the deliberations.  Drastic 

adjustments to the program came from FOG/A as well, their design began to take 

into account financial considerations. In the words of Beach: 

The lush greenhouse, for instance, which had captured the imagination of 
Lillian Disney, shrank immediately to a small fraction of its  former volume, 
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and eventually disappeared altogether. Other elements, such as the 
chamber music room, office areas, rehearsal space, founder's room, 
Disney memorabilia gallery, etc., also shrank, grew, died, or were 
reincarnated throughout the process.  

 

Concurrent with the Concert Hall design, Dworksy Associates completed the 

construction documents for the below ground parking structure (i.e. effectively 

the foundation for the Concert Hall).  The Concert Hall Builders construction cost 

was approximately 60 million US dollars.  Additionally, sub-contracts were let for 

the Concert Hall (i.e. stone and steel).8 

 

TECHNOLOGY  ADAPTATION - The Fish and Catia - 1992 

In 1989, an Olympic Village Spanish hotel, in preparations for the 1992 

Barcelona Olympics,   commissioned FOGA to design a freestanding pavilion. 

This small scale project was an ideal opportunity to  explore aesthetic and 

technology interface concepts9. Quoting Beach: 

Gehry responded to the assignment with a fish. This immense, 
inhabitable, ichthyoid was his most sinuous structure yet. Capturing the 
carp's warped physique meant building almost exclusively with 
complicated curves. Moreover, the distance between the skin and its 
structure changed constantly so that each of the hundreds of connecting 
struts was unique. Working from fully-dimensioned, traditional working 
drawings which included a series of many sections, the Italian contractor, 
Permasteelisa, floundered as they tried (and failed) six times to construct 
the mock-up which FOGA required. Under the leadership of their newly 
hired computer expert, Jim Glymph, FOGA embarked on a search for a 
more clear way of communicating their design to the field.  

 

                                                 
8 Per Dan Dworsky 
9 Huang, Jeffrey - Interoganizational Systems in Design.  Harvard Graduate School of Design - Dissertation, 
1997. 
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The quest took them to the 
Harvard Graduate School of 
Design, where professor 
William Mitchell introduced 
them to a range of 
architectural software. Evan 
Smyth, a candidate for a PhD, 
even devoted his 1991 thesis 
to producing a surface model 
of the fish with Alias software. 
But this program, like most, 
approximated the curves with 
polygons and could not locate 
all the necessary points.  

 
Now under severe time constraints, Glymph turned to industrial design, 
where he knew that many fabrication processes were already highly 
automated. He discovered Catia (kah-TEE-ya), a 3D modeler made for the 
aerospace industry by Dassault, a French software company associated 
with IBM. Catia models not with planes but by precisely locating every one 
of its points with mathematical formulas, so that correct cross-sections can 
be cut through any and every location.  

 
After inputting the coordinates for the fish, FOG/A could then test the 
electronic model's accuracy by constructing a paper model with a 3D 
laser-cutter. Gehry himself then visually verified that this object matched 
his original intentions. After some adjustments, the data were converted to 
Skidmore Owings & Merrill's own AES software format and shipped to 
their structural engineering group in Chicago, who further developed the 
structure. Then, the builders, too, immersed themselves in Catia 
technology, getting dimensional data on each component in electronic 
form and using this to plot full-size, paper templates for shaping the steel.  

 
With this new method, the entire electronic process, from documentation 
to erection, required only six months. The project would be completed by 
spring of 1992. Every member of the project team was sold on it. IBM lent 
four $130,000 workstations to FOG/A so that the firm could perfect the use 
of the new technology.  

 

 
The   FISH  
Figure 8 
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TECHNOLOGY  TRANSFER  - CONFLICTS - The Project Stopped - 1994 

FOGA was now excited about possibilities for the Disney Concert Hall, their 

focus for the new technology was a mock-up of the proposed Disney stone.  

FOGA was given an opportunity to show their concept, a full-scale segment of an 

undulating limestone wall,  at the 1991 Venice Biennale.  Stonecutters were 

initially negative regarding the two-month time constraint, however, in just one 

week with Catia, FOGA  produced all the detailed cutting instructions in the form 

of shop tickets. The digital transfer of the complex form geometry into the milling 

machine language enabled the wall to be built very accurately, to tolerances of 

one millimeter, and on schedule. 

 

The Disney project, which had now been under contract with FOGA for over two 

years, was conceived before Catia was incorporated into the office.  However, 

FOGA recommended switching to the new digital system in-lieu of hand-drawn 

construction documents. The client agreed and purchased a workstation for the 

associate architects, Dworsky Associates.  Also, based on recommendation from 

FOGA, the client hired C-cubed, a group of aerospace industry Catia operators, 

as consultant-teachers. C-cubed had been helping FOGA and the contractors 

with the Fish project in Spain.  

 

However, the scale and complexity of the Disney project, and the demands of a 

larger project team offered unexpected complexities and problems. First, 
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Dworsky Associates (DA), the architects of record, were responsible for the fast-

tracked project and making sure that the construction documents were produced 

as quickly as possible. The project delivery method was a collaborative design-

build arrangement, however, the sub-contractors were unable to determine the 

cost due to the complexity of the building and lack of construction experience 

with this type of building, thus, they were anxious to receive construction details. 

Secondly, major design changes were occurring while DA was producing the 

contract documents. 

 

In an attempt to mimic the Catia Fish procedure, FOGA digitized geometric data 

from the Concert Hall physical models; however, the models were still in flux. The 

client, and designer, continued to alter  the program and design, thus DA found 

themselves constantly drawing and redrawing entire sheets. Quoting Beach: 

When they finally settled on some shapes that they could analyze with 
Catia, they found that many of them were unexpectedly complicated and 
that certain elements, such as the stone cladding, would be quite difficult 
and costly to engineer. So, to prepare the scheme for bids, they, together 
with FOG/A, used Catia to simplify retroactively the curves until they 
reduced the number of expensive panels with complex curves to their 
target of less than one percent. But this editing process in itself was 
expensive and very slow.  

 

This was not the first experience FOGA had with the complexity of producing 

construction documents for curvaceous buildings.   Prior FOGA projects of 

comparable complexity, such as the Minneapolis Museum and the American 

Center in Paris, which opened as late as 1994, were documented completely 

with traditional hand drawings. This meant describing one of the multi-directional 
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curving walls required multiple section cuts through the given area;  as a result, 

FOGA's bid documents, typically produced by outside firms, were always harder 

to use and bulkier than normal.  

 

A project of this scope had never before been attempted on Catia, and FOGA 

introduced the digital concept midway through the Disney project.  Essentially, 

DA were being asked to produce formal bid documents in the mist of an 

experiment. In the words of Beach: 

Unfamiliar with the software, uninvolved with the design decisions, and 
struggling to keep up with the endless modifications, DA did not question 
the format of the drawing set. That is, they produced a thick set of 
hundreds of conventional, orthogonal plans, sections, and elevations, just 
as they (as well as FOGA) always had. To frustrate matters further, when 
the bid set for the Disney Concert Hall was finally released in 1994, the 
bids came in much higher than expected, at about 180 million dollars or 
$783 per square foot: a shocking distance from the original target of $370 
to $413 [per the NY Times].  Clearly, bidders had somehow inferred from 
the drawings that the concert hall was going to be a very difficult project to 
build. The Music Center shut down the project and hired more consultants. 
But was it the design that was so daunting, or the drawings  [italics by 
writer]?  

 

Regardless, Gehry's local reputation soon began to suffer. An article 
interviewing him entitled, "Taking the Fall: Is the Disney Hall Fiasco Really 
Frank Gehry's Fault?" appeared in an L.A. magazine. The reporter stated: 
"Frank Gehry doesn't want to discuss it. He doesn't even like going out to 
dinner because it's all people ask him about, and he's sick of defending 
himself....Indeed, most participants in the fiasco, given the chance to 
speak off the record, generally blame the complexity of Gehry's 
design....As a result, Gehry confesses...'Part of me wants to move out of 
here...because I hate defending Disney Hall.'" Fortunately for Gehry, 
outside of L.A. his practice was thriving. ------ 

 

----- In March of 1995, the Music Center's consultants reported that the 
Disney project could indeed resume but would cost 230 million dollars, 
about $1,000 per square foot, and that was only if construction began 
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within about a year. Otherwise, inflation would add almost 10 million 
dollars a year to that figure. ----- FOG/A is slated to redo the drawing set 
for another 10 million dollars. 

  

The CURRENT STATUS - 2000 

Dennis Sheldon, Director of Research and Development at FOGA,  indicated 

FOGA was in the process of completing the revised construction documents in 

October 1999.   

 

The following are excerpts from the December 8, 1999 Los Angeles Times:10   

After 12 years of planning and hope, mismanagement and recriminations--
not to mention fund-raising--the Walt Disney Concert Hall is finally going 
up.  Today at 9, city, county and arts dignitaries will gather at the site's 
parking structure to formally mark the beginning of above-ground 
construction on the new home for the Los Angeles Philharmonic.   
 
Walt Disney's daughter Diane Disney Miller will join schoolchildren in 
unveiling a 40-foot-long sign featuring a photo of the model for architect 
Frank O. Gehry's spectacular, undulating design.              But--not so 
typical--the event in many ways will be less a celebration of a 
groundbreaking than an end to years of highly publicized money and 
management problems that nearly sank the project. 

 
"I will be there at the groundbreaking--it's my second one, you know," 
Miller said a few days before the event. "I thought the first one was a real 
groundbreaking, and it wasn't. But this is." 
 
On Dec. 10, 1992, Miller stood side by side with her sister, Sharon Disney 
Lund, at the first groundbreaking ceremony, for the  underground parking 
garage that forms the base for the hall. Back then, the hall, budgeted at 
$110 million (with an additional $100 million allotted for the garage, paid 
for by a county bond issue) was  expected to open in 1997--with Lillian 
Disney as the front-row guest of honor. Today's event takes place almost 
a year after Lillian Disney's death at the age of 98 (Sharon Disney Lund 
died of cancer in 1993), and six  years after spiraling cost estimates in 
1994 revealed that the hall would cost more than twice the original 

                                                 
10 DIANE HAITHMAN - 7 Years Later, Disney Hall Breaks Ground Once Again. Los Angeles Times - Wednesday, 
December 8, 1999  
- Home Edition, Section: Metro, Page: B-1. 
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estimate. The money problems  caused the county to shut down 
construction in 1995. 
 
The stalled project was revived in 1996 when billionaire businessman and 
arts patron Eli Broad joined Riordan and Andrea van de Kamp, board 
chairman of the Music Center, to launch a funding drive that raised more 
than $120 million in less than three years. Donors include  the 
Ralphs/Food 4 Less Foundation and company chief Ron Burkle ($15 
million) and the Arco Foundation ($10 million). Gifts of $5 million came 
from Wells Fargo, Bank of America, the Times Mirror Foundation, Riordan 
and Broad. 
 
Broad has since stepped down from his position as chairman of the 
Disney Hall oversight committee, replaced by William E.B. Siart, but he 
remains active in the Disney Hall effort. In December 1997, the drive 
netted a $25-million matching grant from the Walt Disney Co., which 
virtually assured that the hall could meet its financial needs. In addition, 
Roy E. Disney and his wife, Patty, added a $5-million donation specifically 
to build a theater on the site for CalArts. 

 

But 1997 did not mark the end of the project's problems. In May of that 
year, Broad and Riordan endorsed a "design-build" plan that would have 
authorized contractors, rather than Gehry, to complete design drawings for 
the hall. Gehry threatened to walk off the project. He also argued that 
Broad's cost estimate for the hall, $220 million, was unrealistically low. 

 

That August, Miller, who up to that point had avoided personal 
involvement in construction concerns, forced the issue by authorizing up 
to $14 million in Disney family funds already donated to the project to be 
used to have Frank O. Gehry & Associates to complete design work. 
Broad agreed to the working estimate of $255 million predicted by Gehry 
and his firm. 

 
Since then, the Disney Hall effort has flowed fairly smoothly. In July 1998, 
fund-raisers announced an additional $20 million in donations; in 
February, $12 million came into the coffers and the addition of a 
Philharmonic administration building to the complex was confirmed. (The 
Philharmonic is charged with raising funds to pay for the structure). The 
two donations to be announced today are $5 million from the Pacific Bell 
Foundation and $500,000 from Deloitte & Touche. 

 
In April or May , the structural frame of the hall will go up atop the garage. 
At midyear, the building's metal cladding--to be stainless steel, in 
accordance with a decision only recently made by Gehry--will begin to 
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appear. By the end of the year, the exterior will be substantially complete, 
and interior finishes can begin. 

 
True to Disney Hall tradition, the fact that all funding is in hand for the 
basic building costs does not end the story. Now, Disney Hall officials plan 
to launch a fund-raising drive for an additional $20 million to upgrade 
finishing details--allowing for more sophisticated electronic systems, 
outdoor public artworks and more durable or more luxurious decorative 
options, such as granite counter tops instead of cheaper materials in 
restrooms. 

 
And Gehry still has one more decision to make. Although he selected 
stainless steel over titanium--the metal he used for the exterior of his 
highly acclaimed Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain--he still has to 
decide how to finish the metal. "I want it to be reflective enough so in our 
California light, during the day, it goes almost white, so it looks like white 
sails," he said. 

 
 

Dan Dworsky of Dworsky Associates, the former executive architect, indicated 

the following11: 

 

1 ) The WDCHC and the County of Los Angeles were very concerned about  the 

cost of the project from the outset, however, they relied on the Project 

Manager and the Disney Builders for accurate cost data.  The estimates were 

much lower earlier, but as DA began to define the construction details in the 

drawings,  the sub-contractor prices began to rise accordingly.  

 

2 ) The CATIA software was complicated, primarily due to the complexity and 

lack of availability of expert technologists. 

 

                                                 
11 Source: This data was reviewed and confirmed via a personal phone conversation with Dan 
Dworsky - 25 October, 2000. 
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3 ) It was difficult to price the building due to the geometric complexity.   

 

4 ) Estimates were prepared periodically by the team (i.e. the sub-contractors, 

Disney Hall Builders, and the Project Manager, Stegeman/Kastner Inc.). 

Typically, the WDCHC's PM representative, Fred Stegeman, chaired these 

meetings; often Fred Nicholas was not in attendance. The meetings reflected 

the escalation of the building cost relative to the increasing complexity of the 

form, however, Fred Nicholas - the Committee Chairman, did not want to 

overly constrain FOGA as he wanted an "outstanding building."  Dan Dworsky 

indicated that efforts were made to "value-engineer" the project to control the 

project, but the effort was not successful.  When questioned regarding the 

incongruence of the budget and the cost estimate, Mr. Dworsky did not recall 

any specific meeting where the PM demanded an alignment of the budget 

and design. Further, he indicated that the WDCHC chairman, Fred Stegeman 

and Frank Gehry met outside the formal project team meetings "to discuss 

the design and budget."   

 

5 ) Dan Dworsky indicated, regarding the accelerating cost projections; he did 

not take an "official" position, as his "only responsibility was to produce the 

construction drawings". 

 

6 )  There were numerous attempts on the part of the Project Manager and 

Disney Builders to value-engineer the project, however, the WDCHC was not 
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in unity as how to respond to the escalating cost reports.  Even as late as 

1997 the new Committee chairman, Eli Broad  wanted a "design-build" 

process instigated to control the cost, but in the words of Dworsky, "Frank 

won the war."  He attributes this to the ultimate support of Diane Disney 

Miller, daughter of the deceased Lillian Disney, who authorized up to $14 

million in Disney family funds, already donated to the project, to be used to 

have Frank O. Gehry & Associates complete design work and plans. 

 

7 ) Dworsky indicated that the original chairman of the WDCHC, Fred Nicholas 

resigned and was replaced with Eli Broad.  Dworsky indicated, as a matter of 

tracking what happened to whom, it is quite simple, of all the major original 

participants (i.e. architects, engineers, builders, and project managers), no 

one survived except FOGA.  Many of the WDCHC members resigned, which 

included the chairman, Fred Nicholas.    

 

8 ) Dworsky's final comments, first, he would not be the executive architect 

again, as he prefers "to be the designer and produce his own construction 

documents; " secondly, DA was at about 80% working documents when the 

project was stopped, and last, he feels sure the "building will be beautiful 

once it is completed."    
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DISNEY  HALL  FUNDING   and   ANTICIPATED   SCHEDULE 

• 1987: Lillian B. Disney gives $50 million for a concert hall to be named - Walt 
       Disney Hall. 
• 1991: Cost of the hall is estimated at $110 million. 
• 1992: First groundbreaking ceremony. 
• 1995: Bids received exorbitantly over budget. County supervisors shut down 

the project pending review.  Cost estimates soar to $265 million.  
• 1996: Mayor Riordan and Eli Broad, chief executive of SunAmerica,  
      spearhead new fund-raising.  
• January-April 1997: Drive raises more than $150 million. 
• May 1997 - Broad and Riordan endorsed a "design-build" plan that would 

have authorized contractors, rather than Gehry, to complete design drawings 
for the hall. Gehry threatened to walk off the project. He also argued that 
Broad's cost estimate for the hall, $220 million, was unrealistically low. 

• August 1997: Diane Disney Miller, who up to that point had avoided personal 
involvement in construction concerns, forced the issue by authorizing up to 
$14 million in Disney family funds already donated to the project to be used to 
have Frank O. Gehry & Associates to complete design work. Broad agreed to 
the working estimate of $255 million predicted by Gehry and his firm. 

• December 1997: Funding for Disney Hall is virtually assured when a $25-
million donation from Walt  Disney Co. brings the total fund-raising effort to 
$168 million. 

• December 1999: Second groundbreaking; a final estimate pegs cost of the 
building at $274 million.                                                 

• Projected Opening date: Sometime during the 2002-03 for the L.A. 
Philharmonic season. 

 
 

The project has been under construction for approximately 10 months at this 

writing (23 September 2000).  The original project management firm (Stegeman-

Kastner) are no longer involved, Disney Builders had dissolved, and FOGA took 

over the responsibility of producing the final construction documents. 

 

The Disney Concert Hall is a large, complex project, with a complicated history.  

The issue of technology cannot be evaluated without looking at both the design 

of the "product" and the "process" of architecture.  We see the "process" of 
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architecture, is critical to the success of a project.  Management tactics, team 

building skills, leadership, and appropriate "checks and balances" for design 

programming, budget and schedule control, are critical to any project.  This is 

particularly applicable for unique works of architecture that push the envelope of 

design and construction knowledge. Thus, the more creative and risky the 

endeavor, the more critical the management skills for the project, this requires 

transparent collaboration of both designers and craftsmen in an informal 

knowledge network.  This requires careful analysis of intra and inter-

organizational relationships, both contractually and informally, for the appropriate 

alignment of goals, (i.e. design criterion prioritization), to accomplish both the 

desired "product" and "process" for the project. 
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GUGGENHEIM  BILBAO  MUSEUM  

BILBAO, SPAIN  

http://www.guggenheim-bilbao.es/idioma.htm 

 

 

The renowned Guggenheim Bilbao Museum12 opened in 1998; today the 

museum attracts over 100,000 visitors monthly and has exceeded established 

visitation and financial income goals.  This iconographic monument is a 

testament to the creative genius of its' architect, Frank O'Gehry. The project is 

highly acclaimed and has been called, by some, the greatest work of architecture 

in the twentieth century.  The project represents a burgeoning example of the 

new global society where multi-cultural entities are joint venturing for results, 

which exceed the sum of the separate partners individual efforts.  In this project, 

we see the patron; the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum (SRGF) and the 

Basque government form an alliance for mutual benefit.  Hence, the project, prior 

to design or construction, was a challenging business venture requiring savvy 

                                                 
12 Harvard Design School - Advanced Studies Program - Candidate for Doctor of Design Larry R. Barrow - AIA, and 
Pablo Vaggione (MdesS 99) and Francisco Gonzalez Pulido (MdesS 99) prepared this case under the supervision of 
Professor Spiro Pollalis as the basis for class discussion rather than to illustrate either effective or ineffective handling 
of information technology and professional practice development. 

 
Copyright © 2000 by the President and Fellows of Harvard College. To order copies, call (617) 495-4784 or write the 
publishing Division, Harvard Design School, Boston, MA 02138. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored 
in a retrieval system, used in a spreadsheet, or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic, mechanical, 
photocopying, recording, or otherwise - without the permission of Harvard Design School 
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and sophisticated organizational skills.  What are the factors, which enabled this 

successful complex project? 

 

The project represents a landmark in the use of computer technologies; and most 

agree, technology made the project feasible.  Architect Phillip Johnson, who is 

quoted as having cried on entering the famed museum grand atrium space, has 

stated that architecture speaks for itself. Should we analyze beauty?  No, but for 

everything else there is rationalization and reasoning; hence, we embark on our 

odyssey of discovery.               

 

Questions for Discussion 

1. What is the definition of "architecture"? 
2. What is the project delivery method in this "architecture" project?   
3. What are the project innovations?  
4. What roles do the architect(s) play in the project value chain? 
5. What role does information technology play? 
6. What are the roles of the patron(s), client, architect(s) and construction team 

members? 
 

The CONTEXT    1989 -1991 

Bilbao, consisting of over 1 million inhabitants and  the fifth most populated 

metropolitan region of Spain,  is located on the Atlantic coast on the North of 

Spain. In the late 1980's Bilbao was considered one of the least glamorous of the 

15 Spanish regional capitals and ranked, modestly, 56th in terms of economic 

activity among European cities.    The economy, due to the decline of the steel 
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industry and competition in heavy manufacturing from the Southeast-Asia "tiger 

economies" in the eighties, was depressed.  

 

The Samuel R. Guggenheim Foundation (SRGF), having recently exceeded the 

budget for the annex addition to the Fifth Avenue Guggenheim Museum, was in 

serious financial straits.  Compounding the large construction budget overrun, 

SRGF had purchased the Panza minimalist art collection for 32 million dollars, as 

well as having invested in a new gallery in the Soho district of New York, which 

was not yet returning a profit. 

 

The  PATRON(S)  - VISION   and  SITE  SELECTION 

Basques visionaries in the private and public sector, in an effort to remedy the 

depressed state of affairs in the Basque region, undertook collaboration to 

revitalize the metropolis; this resulted in the adoption and initiation of the 

Revitalization Plan for Metropolitan Bilbao in 1989.  Monetary support for the 

museum project came from  the Basque (Regional) Government and Vizcaya 

(Provincial) Government;   the site was contributed by the Municipalities of Bilbao 

(i.e. the Local government).  The Guggenheim Museum, as well as other projects 

and infrastructure improvements (i.e. metro station - Norman Foster and 

Associates and airport terminal and bridge - Santiago Calatrava), was a key 

component in the vision for economic and social improvement in Bilbao and the 

surrounding Basque region. 
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As SRGF debts were rising, Thomas Kren's, the Guggenheim Museum Director, 

is credited with a new  visionary concept for SRGF.  Krens, aware of the 

treasures remaining in the basement of the Guggenheim's Frank Lloyd Wright 

home on Fifth Aveneue - representing 95% of the museum's collection - decided 

to take advantage of the Foundation's assets. The strategy - global expansion.   

Quoting Krens: "We are defining ourselves in terms of strengths and architecture 

is one of our strengths." Thus, the idea was born for an international system of 

museums; each "partnering" foreign city funding and building it's own museum, 

and gaining access to the Guggenheim brand name and loan of their art 

collection with a   payment of 20 million dollars to the SRGF. 

 

Thus, our two patrons meet, with Thomas Krens making initial contact following a 

referral from a NY Guggenheim staff curator, Carmen Gonzalez. After two 

months of negotiation, 20 million dollars was advanced from the Basque 

government to the SRGF; in exchange, SRGF would provide cutorial consultation 

and make art collection loans for a period of 75 years from it's New York 

headquarters.  Additionally, Basques officials committed 20 million dollars for 

supplementary art acquisition.   

 

The formal execution of this agreement allowed two concurrent actions; first,  the 

initiation of a financial feasibility study for the museum and, secondly, the search 
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for an architect. In May 1991 Krens submitted a memorandum stipulating that the 

architect for the project should be of international stature;  two weeks later he 

visited Bilbao with Frank O'Gehry to evaluate the project site. The site proposed 

by Basque officials, an existing warehouse space in Bilbao's historical center, did 

not please Krens.  Krens had convincingly argued that the project needed an 

architectural icon to establish recognition for Bilbao as Utzon's Opera House had 

done for Sydney.  Kren's and Gehry each independently found and suggested a 

vacant industrial site on the Nervión River;  Basque officials concurred, thus the 

32,000 square meter site was selected.  

 

The DESIGN  COMPETITION   and  ARCHITECT  SELECTION  - 1991 

SRGF initiated a design competition for the new museum that was by invitation 

only;  SRGF NY staff defined the Museum program in detail and Krens 

participated in creation of a selection committee.  Krens asked Heinrich Klotz, 

who had worked in the Salzburg Museum project, designed by Hans Hollein, to 

assist in configuring the selection process. Ten architects, each with international 

reputations, were in the initial round of invited contestants; architects who were 

already building projects in the Bilbao area were excluded. Following the initial 

screening,  three firms were retained for concept submittals, Arata Isozaki & 

Associates of Tokyo, Coop Himmelblau of Vienna, and Frank O. Gehry & 

Associates of Los Angeles, each firm receiving $10,000 and having three weeks 

to submit their proposals.  The goal of the selection committee was to choose a 
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building with a strong iconic identity, greater than the sum of its parts;  the 

inescapable analogy was Wright’s Guggenheim Museum on NY's Fifth Avenue. 

 

On July 20, 1991, models and drawings were received, after two days of intense 

deliberation, the selection committee chose FOGA as the winning entry.  Gehry 

had proposed a sculptural design, with a strong presence on the riverfront that 

clearly addressed the urban conditions. Krens recalled,  “He was chosen for the 

strength of his vision." 

 

FORMATION  of  the  CMG - 1991 

Simultaneous to the selection of FOGA as the design architect, The Consorcio 

Guggenheim Bilbao (CMG), a Foundation conceived of by the Basque 

Government, was formed which would lease the building from the governmental 

entities and be solely responsible for management of  the design, construction, 

and ultimately operation of the Museum. Juan Ignacio Vidarte, an MIT Sloan 

School of Management graduate,  who had participated in the preceding 

economic and negotiation process, was appointed CMG Director.  

 

In mid-September, 1991 the feasibility study was completed, concluding that the 

site and the business plan was feasible. The Basque government ratified the 

agreement two months later and the contract was signed in December between 

the client - SRGF and owner - CMG. The contract included the following parties: 
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• Client Consorcio Guggenheim Bilbao (CMG) 

• Gobierno Autónomo Vasco (Basque Government) 

• Diputación Foral de Vizcaya (Vizcaya deputy representatives) 

• Ayuntamiento de Bilbao (Municipality of Bilbao) 

• Program Consultant Salomon R. Guggenheim Foundation (SRGF) 

• Design Architect Frank O. Gehry & Associates (FOG/A) 

 

The DESIGN ARCHITECT  -  FOGA - 1992 

Before FOGA was asked to develop a proposal for the Guggenheim Bilbao, the 

firm had not been selected in three recent major competitions: La Sagrera, the 

Thames Bridge and Saint Pancras Station, all of them won by Foster and 

Partners. Furthermore, FOGA was struggling with the Disney Concert Hall 

project in Los Angeles, the project was falling badly behind schedule, and the 

100 million dollar budget  would ultimately be exceeded by 130 million dollars, 

(the bid was 230 million dollars in 1994).  

 

GREAT  EXPECTATIONS 

Krens articulated his vision of the new Museum’s 160ft-high main exhibition 

space as a combination of Brancusi’s studio; Fritz Lang’s Metropolis and a rock 

quarry. “What I want from Gehry is Gehry’s best building and I want it to be as 

historic as Frank Lloyd Wright’s". The Museum was the sixth building project in 

Krens’ career; on the contrary,  Vidarte was a first-time client. However, his 

mission was as clear as Krens’. He stated: “We want the best Frank Gehry 
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building and we want it on schedule and on budget.”  The CMG preliminary 

investment plan for the Museum was 9,800 M pesetas for the building’s 

construction including executive architect fee; plus 2,600 M in parking and 

urbanization, 5,000 M to acquire the art collection and an operational cost of 

1,350 M per year.  

 

The  EXECUTIVE  ARCHITECT  and   PROJECT   MANAGER  - 1992 

The next step was finding an executive architect and project manager.  CMG, 

with FOGA participating in the final selection, invited two large engineering firms 

as well as several local architectural practices to present a report of capabilities. 

The architectural practices soon proved to be too small to undertake the project. 

SERVEM was the largest Bilbao-based engineering firm. The company’s major 

field of expertise was in the high-technology area. Focused on aerospace, naval 

and industrial projects, the firm had not relevant experience in singular 

architectural projects. SERVEM met all competition’s size and economic 

requirements and had participated in the feasibility study phase. IDOM was a 

multidisciplinary local firm with a rich portfolio in engineering and some previous 

experience in architectural projects. Although in the past IDOM had undertaken 

high-risk developments that surpassed by far those of the Guggenheim Bilbao, 

they were mainly related with the industrial sector. IDOM had never before been 

involved in a project of this ‘nature’. IDOM’s management thought that the project 

was crucial for the Company, and could bring new business opportunities. CMG 

arranged a preliminary meeting to present IDOM’s capabilities in terms of team, 
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infrastructure and resources. Juan Ignacio Vidarte and Carlos Iturraga (Vidarte’s 

technical assistant) representing CMG and Randy Jefferson and Bob Hale from 

FOG/A visited IDOM’s offices and had the opportunity to interview a large 

number of professionals. The discussion was centered on IDOM’s capabilities to 

execute the project; at the end of the meeting Vidarte requested a Formal 

Economic Offering. 

 

Many of details were undefined in the Museum’s unique and complex project. 

IDOM had to submit a Final Economic Offering considering construction and 

architectural elements, mechanical engineering, legal formalities and 

endorsements, architecture and engineering fees, and unforeseen items. IDOM 

had one week to present the Offering, the proposal was sent on time.  Two 

weeks before Christmas, IDOM was selected as executive architect to manage 

the project. The first assignment was to comply with governmental regulations to 

obtain permits. The project management team prepared for their initial 

coordination meeting  of December 14th, 1992.   
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TEAM COLLABORATION   

and  PROJECT  ROLES  

Based on contractual agreements, the 

CMG had decomposed project 

responsibilities between FOGA and 

IDOM; FOGA was solely responsible 

for aesthetic decisions, as long as the 

design decision complied with the 

SRGF museum's function and 

performance program, and IDOM's 

approved cost and time schedule.  

FOGA was to provide 80% 

construction drawings and IDOM 

would provide final detailing and 

interfacing with the construction team.  

The first meeting between IDOM and 

FOGA’s teams took place in Santa 

Monica, in December 14, 1992. 

Skidmore, Owens and Merryl (SOM) 

and Cosentini Associates attended as 

FOGA’s structural and mechanical 

installation consultants. Frank Gehry 

and CMG representatives were not present in these initial work sessions. The 

 

IDOM  

http://www.idom.es/    

Founded in 1957, IDOM is one of the leading engineering 
companies in Europe. The company has carried out more 
than 3,000 jobs and developed more than 10,000 projects, 
representing more than 25 million hours of work. Apart from 
Spain and Portugal, IDOM offers its projects and services in 
the European Union, Eastern Europe, Latin America, Africa 
and Asia. 

Corporate Strategy 

IDOM considers that if the company is to offer a valid 
service, this must be customized in every case, in 
accordance with the characteristics and requirements of 
each client. The high level of technical and professional 
training of its staff guarantees the quality of IDOM's 
professional services.  The company's main assets are its 
individual members, whose professional independence 
ensures the objectiveness of its proposals and solutions. 
IDOM's structure and spirit is open to all the changes which 
are occurring in today's business environment, so that the 
company can respond quickly to the needs of each specific 
moment in time, and attempt to offer solutions which go 
beyond the client's own perception of the     problem.  

 
The accumulated expertise and the research and 
development process itself mean that IDOM can draw on a 
pool of know -how, systems and working methods that make 
up the formal support for its services. 
 
The Project 

In order to develop a Project a multidisciplinary work team 
(the basic operative unit within IDOM's organization) is 
defined, specifically assigned in accordance with the 
requirements of the case, with as sole responsible. The 
different Departments and Areas of Activity within IDOM aid 
this team and, should it be necessary, in cooperation with 
external consultants on temporary basis. 

The People and Team 

Within IDOM's organization, the Functional Unit reports 
directly to the General Management and has exclusive 
responsibility for Professional Development, designing 
specific programs that ensure that the company's personnel 
are trained under optimum conditions. 

The Management 

In accordance with the philosophy of the Client service, an 
objective-management model, with a high level of autonomy 
and high demands in the transfer of know -how and 
expertise within the framework of close professional 
collaboration, is advisable.  
 

Source:  Idom's corporate web site.  
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agenda focused on the building’s technical aspects, preliminary planning and 

work process methodologies. IDOM brought Senior Architect Cesar Caicoya into 

the process, to assist with coordination of essential  design aspects with FOGA.  

Within 30 days,  IDOM’s was to present a cost estimate for approval by the CMG.  

At that time, the Museum’s design resided in the competition model and Frank 

Gehry's mental vision, with tentative definitions of materials, forms, dimensions 

and specifications defined in outline specifications.  

 

DEFINING  the  COST   MODEL   -  December 1992 

Due to the schematic nature of design information, IDOM took several high-risk 

assumptions to prepare the first cost model. In Asumendi’s words, “Money is this 

project’s oxygen, so we should have to avoid being very optimistic about any cost 

or concept.” This careful approach was reflected mainly in the “Unforeseen 

Items” section. Although FOG/A submitted continuous design information during 

the 30-day period, IDOM’s vast experience in bidding was a key factor to prepare 

the cost model with constraining time and information requirements. IDOM 

calculated cost based on estimated quantities, measuring drawings, models and 

sketches. Surfaces where determined following the Museum’s SRGF program, 

on January 15 1993, IDOM sent the cost model to both the client and design 

architect. The CMG preliminary investment plan for the Museum was 12,400 M 

pesetas  (@ 140 / $ = $ 88,571,429)  the cost figure read 16,043 M Pesetas 

(@140 / $ = $ 114,592,857)  indicating a 30% overage of 3,443 M Pesetas ($ 

26,021,428).  
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The REVISED   COST   MODEL  -  January  1993 

During one week, Randy Jefferson, project principal of FOGA, Jose María 

Asumendi and Luis Rodriguez, project director and project manager from IDOM 

respectively, struggled to lower the numbers of the Museum’s cost. Carlos 

Iturraga was assigned to the project, not to assist on aesthetic or technical 

issues, but to help with his significant knowledge in construction and contracting 

laws. He provided a neutral advise to enable Juan Ignacio to make decisions 

faster and more confidently With Juan Ignacio Vidarte from CMG present in all 

meetings, the team had the clear intention of arriving to a favorable situation for 

all parties, but especially for the future of the building. Further description of the 

design from FOG/A helped the team in reviewing the Cost Model step by step. 

After several days of negotiations, all parties agreed on the following: 

 

• The building footprint would be reduced by 20%. 

• Materials could be subject to change to lower the cost, if necessary. 

• The cost of stone and steel, as essential materials in the project, should be 

   renegotiated. 

• An additional 333 M Pesetas (US$ 3M approximately) would be allocated to 

   Furniture and Equipment. 

• The cost of permits would be excluded. 

• The cost of personnel training would be excluded. 
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These decisions resulted in lowering the cost estimate to 14,028 M Pesetas. (US 

$127 M, approximately - this number included design fees - the building cost was 

projected at US $100 M). The final cost, with the schematic design, was to be 

officially presented by FOGA in Bilbao in less than one week. 

 

IDOM’s  RESPONSIBILITES  

On January 30, 1993, CMG approved the Cost Model. The project was on its 

way, and IDOM had clear objectives and deliverables as the Executive Architect, 

established by CMG when the job was commissioned: 

 

1) The Executive Architect was to maintain the cost parameters as specified 

in the Cost Model. 

2) The Museum should open to the public within 1997. 

3) The Museum was to be completed with the highest construction quality 

standards. 

4) The Executive Architect was to maximize the use of local resources and 

materials in construction. 

5) The Executive Architect was expected to facilitate the Design Architect’s 

creativity. 

 

In the Bilbao context of February 1993 certain cultural and political groups 

perceived the project with a high degree of skepticism -and sometimes 

questioned it. Furthermore, the Basque government elections of fall 1994 were in 
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the horizon. It was clear that the project needed to be solidly on its way before 

that date to insure its continuity. At that time, the project was in a schematic 

design phase, with 30 drawings containing all design information available. IDOM 

estimated that more than 1,000 detail drawings were necessary to reliably bid a 

project of such a complexity. Using a traditional design/bid/build delivery method 

with sequential phases, the project would have consumed two years in 

development, delaying the start of construction until 1995. Anyway Design and 

documentation in parallel to con-striation represented big risks. Cost control was 

obviously a critical issue. With the reference building cost agreed at 14,028M 

Pesetas, the Guaranteed Maximum Price system called for a very careful cost 

monitoring, evaluating every alternative to foresee its impacts on time and cost. 

IDOM needed to implement an organizing system that would ensure control and 

coordination of construction jobs, which required innovative solutions to respond 

to the intricate shapes of the design. With these factors on the table, IDOM’s 

management had to plan the most complicated architectural project in its history. 

 

PROJECT   PLANNING 

IDOM, FOGA and CMG decided to establish a series of key procedures in 

planning the project: 

 

• Overlap design and construction 

• Establish a real time cost control model 

• Divide the project in construction “packages” 
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PHASE  OVERLAP - Fast Tracking 

IDOM was facing a very complex project that had to be completed in five years, 

experience suggested that they needed at least seven years. On a first estimate, 

IDOM considered that 1993 should be dedicated to complete the project to a 

level that would allow construction work to start, 1994 to erect the structural 

systems, 1995 build the facade and 1996 to complete the interiors. According to 

this vision, design would continue to be developed in parallel with construction.  

 

IDOM realized that to meet such aggressive deadlines, design development and 

construction phases had to be dramatically overlapped. Otherwise, it would be a 

matter of deciding to build a far less complicated design or to extend the project 

time. In the resulting fast track process, a calendar of freeze dates by areas was 

established. Once each area was frozen, design decisions could not be modified 

if they altered the Cost Model or the timeline (insert Exhibit 3). 

 

COST  CONTROL  

The cost estimate of 14,028M Pesetas included all design fees, licenses, civil 

works and furniture. In other words, the client wanted the best project that the 

budget could buy. IDOM’s task was to balance the equation between design 

ideas and cost, while considering ways to allow FOGA to express a maximum of 

creativity. 
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IDOM, in agreement with the project team, established a constant action-reaction 

relationship in terms of design-budget. Every 6 weeks, according to the design 

evolution, a detailed cost estimation would be adjusted and compared with the 

reference cost basis. Designers and managers had near real time cost 

estimations that allowed them to evaluate the consequences of design decisions, 

and quickly propose alternatives in case the reference cost was exceeded. To 

insure its accuracy, the Cost Model was recalculated entirely three times during 

the design phase. Exhibit 4 shows the cost estimate variation throughout the 

project. 

 

CONSTRUCTION   “PACKAGES” 

As a public institution, CMG had to follow the administration’s legislation. 

According to standard public procedures, the project had to be bid to a single 

General Contractor who would undertake the entire project. IDOM had vast 

experience in large-size, complex industrial projects –some of them larger than 

the Museum- in which the subdivision of jobs in clearly assigned areas had 

proven essential to the effective control of the project. Juan Ignacio Vidarte and 

Carlos Iturriaga from CMG, and José María Asumendi, César Caicoya and Luis 

Rodríguez from IDOM met with the Diputado de Obras Públicas (Public 

Commissions Deputy) and convinced him that dividing the construction into 

several contractors was the only way to realize the Guggenheim Bilbao. 
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IDOM’s expertise was central in planning the project. Construction jobs were 

divided in different, critical field areas. Each area was assigned to a key 

professional within IDOM’s team, who was responsible for controlling quality, 

cost and time. The critical areas identified were: 

 

1. Demolitions 

2. Foundations 

3. Structure 

4. Exteriors 

5. Interiors and Installations 

6. Urban Infrastructure 

7. Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment 

 

After IDOM prepared all biding documents for each “package,” CMG called a bid 

to assign to contractors. 

 

The TEAM  at  CONSORCIO   MUSEO  GUGGENHEIM   

The Basque Government and the Vizcaya Deputy Representatives were the 

institutions who provided and managed the funds to build the Museum, while the 

Municipality of Bilbao contributed donating the site. In this organizational 

scenario, Juan Ignacio Vidarte, General Manager of CMG, had every-day 

decision-making power. Holding a degree from the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology, Vidarte was a young and brilliant economist who had achieved 
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relevant success during his years in the Basque Administration. Krens 

immediately realized that Vidarte was the perfect candidate to serve as a bridge 

between the Solomon F. Guggenheim Foundation and the Basque institutions. 

Vidarte’s role was crucial through all the process my day-to-day task was to put 

the puzzle together and to maintain consistent vision among all team players- he 

recalls. He started to build on credibility to get the autonomy to manage the 

project without interferences, an indeed, he gained the Public support very soon. 

The fact that the building was so difficult allowed fro more unusual processes, 

therefore, consistency, and patient, focus and to build good team became 

leading rules throughout the process. CMG headquartered in an office across the 

street from the Museum’s site, where they could easily monitor the progress of 

the construction. The interiors of the 400-square meter office were designed by 

FOG/A. CMG’s small but highly energetic team included Arantxa Odiaga, a 

lawyer that acted as legal consultant, Roberto Cearsolo as financial controller 

and Carlos Iturriaga, a young but experienced architect as CMG’s design 

consultant. In 1996 Nerea Abasolo joined the team as Communications Director. 

Ms Abasolo previously worked for Euskal Telebista, the Basque public television. 

 

The  TEAM  at  IDOM 

José María Asumendi, a top executive with vast experience in complex 

architectural, engineering and industrial developments, led IDOM in the initial 

stages of the Guggenheim Bilbao project. With the operations strategy 

determined, it was now time to assemble the team that would carry on the 
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logistics. IDOM established a dual, complementary leadership position to guide 

the project. Luis Rodriguez, –PhD and MBA– a young and enthusiastic engineer 

with man-agreement experience, and César Caicoya, a well known, Bilbao-

based, highly respected architect that had successfully collaborated with IDOM in 

several important projects were assigned to ac-complies the project. 

Complementing managerial and design skills, Rodriguez and Carioca were 

chosen to lead a team of 150 professionals that encompassed experience and 

innovation.  

 

Teams were organized according to the “packages” structure: Amando 

Castroviejo, a 46-year-old engineer with long experience in building and expert in 

of concrete and metal structures was in charge of two packages, Foundations 

and Structure. Castroviejo recalled that “as soon as I saw the project I knew I 

was facing the biggest challenge of my career.” 2 Fernando Perez Fraile was 

barely 29 years old when he was made responsible of Exteriors. With just one 

year of experience he had shown to have capabilities to undertake such an 

assignment. During an internship at FOG/A, during the design development 

phase, he became familiar with the project. Perez Fraile aimed at “preserving 

Frank Gehry’s aesthetic approach by all means.”   

 

The Interior and Installations package was the responsibility of Javier Aja and 

Javier Arostegui. In his short but remarkable career, Javier Aja had demonstrated 

to be the resourceful and inventive professional that the Interiors “package” 
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required. Aja recollected, “80% of the construction systems and materials used in 

the Guggenheim Bilbao project were totally innovative in the building industry.” 4 

Rogelio Díez and Javier Arostegui was in charge of Installations. An electrical 

engineer with 15 years of experience, he was dedicated to put into context the 

Installations project elaborated by Cosentini, as consultant to FOG/A: “European 

and American regulations are very different, and even more different are the 

material selection habits.” 5 Rogelio Díez, who left IDOM before the completion 

of the project, also worked on Installations. Anton Amann, a young architect and 

professor at the Universidad de Navarra, was in charge of coordinating fixtures, 

furniture and equipment (FF&E). The package was did-vided into 16 areas, from 

lighting fixtures to computers. He also assisted César Caicoya in coordinating 

architectural issues. Amann remembers that “the main risk was the high number 

of parties involved, with the consequent risk of budget overrun.” 6 Another 

important player was José Manuel Uribarri, Jefe de Obra (Construction Manger). 

An engineer with over 30 years of experience, Uribarri was permanently on site 

as the main representative of IDOM to coordinate contractors, subcontractors 

and daily visits of the professionals in charge of each “package”. Throughout the 

project the time dedication of these professionals varied according to 

construction phases.  

 

CONTRACTOR   and   SUB-CONTRACTORS  

One of the objectives of the project as established by CMG was to complete 

construction using local contractors and local resources. Following that vision, 
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IDOM analyzed design solutions in local context, evaluating feasibility to 

materialize the best design possible. The project presented complex shapes that 

called for innovative construction methods. It became clear that contractors were 

to play a central role in developing technical solutions that met design 

challenges. A public qualification competition aimed to both inform contractors of 

the characteristics of the project and to establish a ground for selecting those 

firms that met required technical and economic capabilities. IDOM asked key 

qualifying contractors to participate in the design development phase. Being 

critical to have technical insight in the development phase, IDOM worked very 

closely with the contractors who chose to be involved. These contractors devoted 

time and resources before the bidding through participating in design 

development and thus had the advantage of knowing the project when preparing 

a bid. This methodology allowed design architects to have a rapid insight in terms 

of technical feasibility of the design, helped executive architects to determine 

what contractors where best suited for the job and allowed contractors to 

understand the rationale behind the design decisions. IDOM took all the legal 

responsibilities for the building. IDOM realized that no contractor in the world had 

ever materialized a project like this. Project Architect César Caicoya recalls: 

I was looking for contractors whom I could talk for hours. I needed a 
counterpart who, having met technical and economical qualifications, was 
willing to learn how to build the project rather that being rigid in their usual 
methodologies. During five years I had lunch every day with contractors 
and subcontractors, evaluating every possible constructive solution. 

 

After a public bid, CMG selected key contractors to materialize the building 

according to the “packages” structure. Given the complexity and size of the 
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project, working with several contractors instead of a single one represented a 

high risk. In this scenario, IDOM was solely responsible for construction 

management. The selected contractors were: 

 

1. Demolition: Petralanda 

2. Foundations: Cimentaciones Abando 

3. Structure: a joint venture between Urssa/Lauki/Ferrovial 

4. Exteriors: Balzola 

5. Interiors and Installations: Ferrovial 

6. Urban Infrastructure: Ferrovial 

7. FF&E: Various companies, including Erco, Lledó, Poltrona Frau, Fujitsu and 

others. 

 

Following CMG guidelines, all key contractors were Spanish –except some 

equipment manufacturers– and most of them based in the Basque country. Each 

contractor proceeded to selected subcontractors as needed based on guidelines 

established by IDOM, some of them inter-national firms. An example of this is 

Balzola’s subcontractor Umaran/Permasteelisa, a joint venture that was 

responsible of the curtain wall and the titanium cladding. The Exteriors package 

was the most critical, representing 50% of the total budget. Its difficulty lay in 

executing complex shapes with diverse materials –stone, glass and titanium, and 

the urgency to find a new construction system to make complicated forms. Five 

construction companies satisfied the public competition requirements. These 
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companies were asked to portico-pate in the design development phase, 

showing a different degree of involvement. In the fall of 1994 bidding documents 

were ready and contractors were prompted to submit proposals within a month. 

Only three companies did so, and all of them with costs that were over the set 

limit. 

 

This was a critical moment for the realization of the project. The negative result of 

the bid represented high risk both in terms of time –a new biding process- and 

budget –Cost Model underestimate. The decision was to call for a new biding 

process. With time constrained to two weeks, IDOM worked with contractors to 

further clarify design and adjust pricing. In the second round, only two companies 

presented proposals, both matching the maximum price. CMG selected BAL 

Zola. 

 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY -  the  DESIGN  and  CONSTRUCTION  PROCESS 

Gehry’s choice of titanium, along with his creation of a design featuring an array 

of fluid complex shapes, was made possible by the application of Catia. Catia 

provides the ability to engage in sculptural explorations while maintaining control 

of the relationship of the geometry to the construct ability of the shape by the 

contractor in a manner not possible with conventional two-dimensional 

architectural drawings. Catia has freed Gehry’s approach to design. In 

developing these architectural forms, Gehry first works with paper and wood 

models at different scales, allowing him to manipulate and refine the shapes that 
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make up the building. Each point on the model’s curved surface is then mapped 

through a digitizing process, and the resulting computer data is transferred into 

Catia where building systems are developed and coordinated. Catia is used to 

control a milling machine, which carves an exact scale model of the building 

forms. With the computer data confirmed by the milled model, it becomes the 

primary source of data for the dimensional control for the fabrication of specific 

building systems such as the structural steel and the automated cutting and 

forming of other building materials such as stone. In an interview with 

Architecture magazine, Gehry explained:  

The new technology provides a way for me to get closer to the craft. In the 
past, there were many layers between my rough sketch and the final 
building, and the feeling of the design could get lost before it reached the 
craftsman. It feels like I’ve been speaking a foreign language, and now, all 
of a sudden, the craftsman understands me. In this case, the computer is 
not dehumanizing; it’s an interpreter. 

 

The intensive use of information technology in construction was central to the 

project. César Caicoya recalls: 

One of the key factors was the massive use of CAD/CAM technology, 
something not usual in architecture. Without the use of technology we 
would still be producing the structure today.11 

 

FOG/A used CATIA as a design tool to model the complicated geometry of the 

project. CATIA is a software package that enables numerical control of complex 

shapes, defining surfaces by descriptive geometrical mathematical formulas. 

Running on IBM RISC System 6000 workstations, it is intensively used in the 

aerospace, shipbuilding and automotive industry. Dassault Systèmes, a publicly 

traded company part of the Dassault Group (France) started developing CATIA in 
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1980. FOG/A digitized traditional models into CATIA files using 3D scanners. 

Once each of the distinct pieces of the building were completed in CATIA, the 

computer model containing face and surface elements was sent out to a machine 

shop. A foam scale model was numerically control milled directly from the CATIA 

data. Next, the shape description was forwarded to IDOM on DAT tapes. The 

files, usually larger than 30MB, were too large to send electronically. The files 

described a three-dimensional sketch of the building’s skin. These three-

dimensional computer models were used as reference instead of a more 

conventional description based on sets of two-dimensional drawings. IDOM, who 

had no previous experience in CATIA, collaborated with ABGAM. ABGAM, a 

company part of the GAMESA group -a Vitoria-based engineering company 

specialized in the aerospace industry- provided 45 CATIA workstations rented by 

the hour. IDOM, contractors and subcontractors worked with ABGAM operators 

in developing sketches to determine supporting systems and components. 

 

For the primary structure, URSSA used BOCAD. BOCAD is a 3D solid CAD/CAM 

software specialized in steel structure detailing and workshop management. 

BOCAD, a commercial package developed in Germany at Bochum University 

since 1978, interprets data from both CATIA –FOG/A’s surface model- and AES 

–SOM’s structural calculations- drawing the resulting structure in three 

dimensions. Through BOCAD, information was sent directly to CNC machines. A 

robot cut, folded and bolted the primary structure. Structural parts were pre-

assembled and shipped to site. 
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IDOM and Umaran developed the design of the secondary structure to support 

titanium and stone cladding- using CATIA workstations and operators at ABGAM. 

CATIA provided mathematical data of the geometry and intersection of skin and 

structure. IDOM sent DAT tapes to. Permasteelisa in Venice. Permasteelisa, who 

had purchased a seat of CATIA when in 1992 worked on FOG/A’s Barcelona 

Fish project, proceeded to cut the titanium into panels using directly CATIA files. 

In Bilbao, Umaran translated CATIA information to AutoCAD software to fold the 

panels. In order to cut the limestone, IDOM sent Balzola CATIA files. These files 

were used directly to cut stone panels on a CNC machine. A metal milling 

machine had to be specially adapted to mill the stone, a process that took a year. 

The resulting milling machine dimensioned 12m 2 in plan. Assembled by Balzola 

on site, the machine cut limestone 24 hours a day, 7 days a week for two years. 

 

Drawings were produced for detailing and to comply with local regulations. 

Documentation was produced using Micro-station and AutoCAD software, using 

three-dimensional computer data as a reference. 

 

DESIGN  DEVELOPMENT   and   CONSTRUCTION  

FOGA’s unique, model-based design method was new to IDOM. Throughout the 

project, FOG/A was responsible of all aesthetic decisions. In its role of executive 

architect, IDOM planned resources so the design architect could express the 

maximum artistry. FOGA showed flexible when SOM’s structural shifts came, 
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although their constant priorities were volume and spatial considerations. FOG/A 

aimed to produce “usable sculptures”. A 40-person firm at the time, FOG/A’s 

Project Principal was Randy Jefferson. Vano Haritunians was the Project 

Manager, and became progressively involved. Jefferson had daily access to 

Frank Gehry, who would have been otherwise difficult to reach. Other key 

members were Project Designer Edwin Chan and Project Architect Doug 

Hanson. FOG/A increased in size from 40 to 120 people at the peak time when 

delivering final 'packages’.  

 

The 100,000 construction drawings produced by FOGA, IDOM, contractors and 

subcontractors throughout the project are an indicator of the buildings difficulty. 

Geometrical complexity generated almost no repetitive details. In the process, 

IDOM had to review and approve all drawings; this meant reviewing an average 

of 70 drawings a day, 7 days a week, 30 days a month during 4 year span of the 

project. 

  

Cross communication between teams was essential and several systems were 

used in the transmission of information and design documentation, including 

faxes, courier and electronic mail. Around 16,000 faxes were sent throughout the 

project between all parties participating in the project (Exhibit 7). The team spent 

countless hours on the telephone on a daily basis commenting exhaustively the 

progress of the project. Team meetings were scheduled every six weeks to 

evaluate progress. Held in Santa Monica in early stages and in Bilbao when 
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construction started, the rounds of meetings lasted one week and were rather 

intense, usually from 9 AM to 9 PM. Participants varied according to the agenda, 

which was meticulously outlined beforehand. The Cost Model was carefully 

monitored on every session, and FOG/A was always eager to fit the project in the 

given parameters. 

 

A few months later, both teams had developed a friendly relationship. Mutual 

confidence was critical to the success of the project, as well as the dedication 

and motivation of all members. The 9-hour time difference between Los Angeles 

and Bilbao was treated as a positive factor. Besides the daily window from 9 to 

11 AM in Los Angeles (6 to 8 PM in Bilbao) used for conference calls, continuous 

documentation was sent so that the team was working 24-hour shifts. Around 

80% of the design documentation was produced by FOG/A. Although most of the 

information was generated electronically, some detail drawings were hand 

drawn. As the official language of the project was English and the currency the 

Peseta, the standard units for drawing documents were metric. Documentation 

was sent to IDOM, which in turn proceeded to redraw, translate, and adapt to 

local codes and regulations while revising material availability to insure the 

project’s feasibility. Information contextual zing caused several design iterations 

that were resolved as a team between FOG/A and IDOM. 

 

In order to begin construction, the Ayuntamiento, Bilbao’s municipal authority, 

had to concede a construction permit. The design project had to be approved by 
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the authorities to issue the permit, after evaluating fire codes, urban codes, 

structure, and total areas. The project was not completed at the time of permit 

request, so IDOM had to adapt existing information and prepare provisional but 

extensive documentation. Construction works started in October 1993 with 

demolition work, after the project for foundations was completed. IDOM designed 

and produced foundation documents based on calculations made by consultants 

Skidmore, Owings & Merril (SOM), who were the structural engineers as well. 

IDOM prepared bidding documents, and after a public competition the job was 

assigned to Cimentaciones Abando as a closed contract. 

 

In the meantime FOG/A was still in the design development phase. The freeze 

date for concrete documentation was set to February 28, 1994. Thereafter 

FOG/A had to design with that constraint. However, this was not a rigid limitation, 

as one of the foundations was not used because of position changes due to 

revisions that improved design. This represented a deviation of 0,5% of the 

budget, but extended FOG/A’s design time by 6 months.  

 

By the end of October 1993,  664 concrete piles had been built in situ 14m below 

the surface. Due to the proximity of the Nervión River, potential floods were 

considered; hence, 121 water anchors of different sizes were built to prevent the 

building from flotation. 18,000m 3 of low permeability reinforced concrete 

structural walls formed the basement and mechanical areas. Foundation works 

lasted until April 1995, overlapping almost entirely with the concrete and 
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structural jobs. Without overlapping the design and construction phases, 

foundations could not have started before June 1995. Overlapping allowed for 20 

additional months for design de-elopement, although the trade-off was working in 

a very uncertain environment.  

 

One of the major challenges for the structure was FOGA’s “integrated forms”. 

Frank Gehry gave names -River, Nemo, T1000, Potemkin, Cobra, Fox, Flower, 

Tower S17, Fish, Boot and Canopy- to the complex polygonal building blocks. 

The first problem arose early in the project while both teams were still adjusting 

due to the intricate calculations for the structure. SOM had calculated the 

structure using AES software and forwarded the information to IDOM, who had 

only one week to produce bid documents. SOM selected the profiles from a 

catalogue of European profiles that IDOM provided to them. Contractors had two 

weeks to prepare their proposals. In the process, an error of coordination caused 

an underestimation of the structure’s weight, resulting in a cost increase from the 

original maximum estimation of 2,270M Pesetas (US$ 20 M approximately) to 

2,410M Pesetas. With the structural works well on its way, this divergence in a 

foremost and critical bid caused a great amount of uneasiness at CMG. Reaction 

was immediate, as tense and comprehensive team meetings were held -amongst 

the CMG and IDOM in Bilbao and the entire team in Santa Monica- to arrive to a 

unanimous solution. The meetings resulted in an adjusted Cost Model with 

variations in certain shapes in the design and an important reduction of the 

contingency segment. 
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The real time cost control model had proven critical to prematurely detect 

variations, allowing the team to quickly react to preserve both cost and schedule. 

It is worth noting that throughout the project FOGA was very receptive to price 

and time suggestions from IDOM.  

 

The construction of the steel structure started on September 1994. The system 

was composed of a three steel layer mesh, each one carrying different functions. 

From level to level, the structure was connected using high strength bolts. First, 

the primary structure was erected, in modular sections on a 3-meter grid with a 

minimum of wide flange shoring. With the exception of integrated forms “Boot” 

and “Tower S17”, all structural members were rectilinear sections, and the 

geometrical complexity of the overall forms was achieved purely in the 

connections. IDOM and their contractors designed all the joints in Spain between 

the primary steel structure and the titanium cladding; there were two layers of 

secondary structure. The innermost layer, formed of horizontal galvanized steel 

tubes (60mm diameter) at 3m vertical intervals, established the curvature of the 

skin horizontally. This layer was connected to the primary structure with a 

universal joint, which allowed for fine adjustment in all directions. The outermost 

(tertiary structure), materialized the vertical curvature. To achieve this all C-

shaped studs were curved in one or more directions. The C shape allows torsion 

to occur (within a maximum angle of 4º), helping to maintain perpendicularity in 

the cladding systems. Every element in the secondary structure ensured the 
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curves’ continuity and allowed thermal expansion. Field cutting and welding was 

virtually eliminated. 

 

A 2mm galvanized metal cladding was bolted to the tertiary layer. It was covered 

internally with thermal insulation and externally with an asphalt-based Bituthene 

membrane. Finally the titanium tiles were bolted to the galvanized cladding using 

“L” shape stainless steel anchors. Structural components were bar coded and 

marked with notes of intersection with the adjacent layers of the structures. The 

structure had no expansion joints; it performed as an integrated element. When 

SOM started to design the structure, they found some of the “integrated forms” 

statically efficient, while others needed some extra elements that had not been 

considered in the design. Caicoya recalled “The structure was not rigid until it 

was completed.”  

 

The structure performs very well regarding vertical loads. On the contrary, lateral 

loads affected structural rigidity during construction phases. Hybrid solutions 

were taken to reinforce the frame assembly, such as the high section beams of 

the roof. After a year into construction there was unity amongst the team 

members. Gehry, a fan of unfinished buildings ,  made frequent visits, calling 

Vidarte and the entire team at IDOM “my Basque family.”   Structure works 

prolonged until November 1996, while in September the roof covering and 

cladding systems were almost finished. 
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MATERIALS  

The initial specification and final decision on all materials was FOGA’s 

responsibility. However, IDOM had to put specifications in context, 

recommending alternatives when necessary. Early in the project, the external 

cladding was specified in hand polished stainless steel and the initial bidding 

documents were prepared accordingly. Nevertheless, FOGA was not entirely 

convinced with the appearance of the material and tried many other options 

including zinc and leaded copper. IDOM suggested not using leaded copper as 

the frequent rain in Bilbao could wash lead and create an environmental hazard. 

A few days before the bidding documentation was made public, FOG/A received 

a titanium promotional sample from a vendor, and became interested in using it. 

After exposing the titanium to all possible conditions of the site, Frank Gehry 

became convinced by the material’s color reflection properties and its 

heterogeneous appearance. A world scale research showed that titanium had 

only previously been used in Japan as a construction material for small area 

roofing. Concerned that it would be a very expensive material, IDOM initially 

included titanium in the biding documents as an alternative to stainless steel. 

Coincidentally, the world’s largest titanium manufacturer, Russia, put on the 

market huge amounts of the product, causing the price of the titanium to 

dramatically drop in the market. Aesthetically there was no doubt that it was a 

good solution, and after intensive testing it was fully endorsed. A week after the 

price dropped, all the titanium needed was bought. As expected by the law of 

offer and demand, price went up again the next day. 
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The titanium raw material was chemically treated and laminated by Timet of 

Pittsburgh and sent in rolls to Umaran/Permasteelisa. Permasteelisa cut the 

panels, and Umaran folded its edges, packed, and shipped them to the site. The 

titanium cladding panels arrived flat-shaped, where they were curved to adapt to 

the structure. Only four standard sizes were needed for the 80% of the cladding 

area. However, the remaining 20% had 16 different groups, mostly end panels. 

After erecting the supporting structure by bolting it to the primary structure, 

Umaran added two layers of insulation, thermal and waterproofing membranes, 

to the tertiary structure. Next, the titanium cladding panels were fixed to a 

stainless steel L-shaped connector with steel nails welded by thermo-

conductivity. The size and weight of the panels facilitated its installation. The 

titanium, although much harder than stainless steel, is a lightweight material and 

was cut in 0.38mm width sheets of 60x90cm using numeric control machines 

(CNC). Finally, Umaran proceeded to install the panels one by one.  

 

Another key material was the stone clad in both interiors and exteriors. 

Specification called for limestone of beige tonality that could be mechanically 

manipulated and could resist well Bilbao’s humid and rainy weather. After 

evaluating more than 100 samples, FOG/A suggested to use Caliza Santa, a 

stone thought to come from Italy. However, research revealed that this stone was 

extracted in one of the most turbulent areas in Palestine and then imported by an 

Italian distributor, rendering continuous supply not reliable. The stone finally 
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selected came from a closed quarry. Huéscar, a quarry in southern Spain’s 

province of Granada, had filed for bankruptcy due to the extreme rigidity of the 

stone. The quarry was reopened specifically for the project. The stone, too hard 

to manipulate with conventional methods, was the ideal material for the 

demanding use in the Guggenheim museum. Because most of the limestone 

panels were different in shape, damage or difference in tonality in a panel meant 

reentering the fabrication process. Panels had to be assembled to the structure 

one by one using numbered templates, but there was no clipping system 

available in the market that met the requirements of weight, size and pressure 

resistance. The location of the Museum was in a very windy area, where wind 

pressure can reach as much as 200kg/cm². Therefore, IDOM and Balzola 

designed, produced, tested and manufactured the clips to support the stone to 

the secondary structure so these requirements could be addressed. The stone 

had several unit prices, based on other researched market prices, curved stone 

unit price was calculated as a percentage of right stone. 

 

Another challenge faced by Balzola was the extremely complicated geometry of 

the glass wall. Out of the total 2200 glass panels, 2000 of them were shaped 

different, and most consisted of very complex shapes. Computer Numerical 

Control (CNC) machines fed by AutoCAD data were used to cut all glass panels. 

The flooring for all exhibit galleries was specified in maple wood in panels of 

7x40cm. This specification raised questions both in terms of resistance under 

intense use and in terms of visual aspect due to size and proportion. The use of 
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high-density resin impregnated maple wood panels were proposed by IDOM as 

an alternative. Composites Gurea, based in San Sebastian, specifically tested 

this innovative wood treatment in the company’s R&D laboratory. The material 

successfully passed resistance test and was specified in 60x240 cm panels. 

Although this was FOGA’s first experience with a material of this kind, the look, 

feel and high resistance of the product resulted in an immediate approval. During 

the mechanical installations phase, some differences between American and 

European codes in the use of materials became important issues. For example, 

Cosentini specified bronze valves for Fire systems, but in Spain, bronze is 

considered an expensive material for this use. FOGA accepted IDOM’s proposal 

to use stainless steel. The complexity of mechanical installations resides more in 

the requirements than in the technology to be used, even though humidity and 

sound were essential premises. 

 

FINAL   COORDINATION  -  1996 

Coordination factors were the main challenge in the final months of construction. 

SRGF had requested six months to prepare and install exhibition materials with 

all works finished. In the scope of the effort of construction works, this timeline 

soon became unrealistic. Additionally, exterior and interior jobs were initially 

planned based on successive completion of gallery areas like independent 

building blocks, with the objective to allow the interior contractor to work 

protected from the outside weather. This required the Exterior contractor to fully 

complete the building in blocks beforehand. 
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Coordination efforts were two-fold. First, it was necessary to convince the 

Foundation to disjoin tasks to analyze overlapping opportunities. Secondly, 

construction planning was reviewed to optimize systematization between 

Exteriors and Interiors contractors. In case of delay, Balzola as Exteriors 

contractor was expected to cover by alternative means unfinished areas. 

Ferrovial had to assume operations under imperfect conditions and start working 

even if Exterior tasks were not completed. 

 

The client’s participation was very important in an intense round of coordination 

negotiations. Extremely responsive, always ready to mediate, Juan Ignacio 

Vidarte’s was central throughout the entire project. Vidarte facilitated the team 

integration while clarifying roles and responsibilities between SRGF, program 

specialist, FOG/A, design architect, and IDOM, executive architect.  

 

By 1996, the shell was almost completed. However, the interior work had already 

started in August 1995. The complex shapes were  made of plaster, sheet rock 

and glass. The numbers were astonishing: 25,221 m² of titanium, 34,343m³ of 

limestone and 6,164m² of glass had been installed. Urbanization works in the 

perimeter of the building started in May 1996 and lasted until November. Final 

detailing would start in January 1997, when SRGF’s curators would enter the 

Museum, monitoring the last few months of preparation for the ultimate 

installation of museum objects.   
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The  1997  PRITZKER   PRIZE  

In 1996, Rafael Moneo received the Pritzker Price. The presentation was held at 

the unfinished Getty Center in Los Angeles, a complex designed by 1984 Pritzker 

Laureate Richard Meier. Because of Moneo being Spanish, in 1997 was Spain’s 

turn to host the Prize Presentation to Sverre Fehn of Norway. The Hyatt 

Foundation of Chicago, sponsor of the Pritzker Prize, proposed the Guggenheim 

Bilbao Museum. According to the Foundation, the location for the honor was 

appropriate not only as homage to Spain, the native country of the previous 

year’s Laureate, but also because, for the second consecutive year, the 

ceremony was being held in “work-in-progress” by a previous Pritzker Laureate. 

Frank Gehry had received the award in 1989. 

 

In a regular progress review meeting in early January 1997, Juan Ignacio Vidarte 

raised the issue of hosting the Prize presentation in May, asking Luis Rodriguez 

about the readiness of the building by that date. Equivalent to the Nobel Prize, 

the international repercussion of the Pritzker Prize ceremony was very attractive 

to the client. IDOM carefully considered the implications of hosting celebrities 

from around the world in a site in construction. A/Cmachines were meant to start 

a year ahead to test the equipment during all season, and were not ready yet, 

roofing was not completed and the perimeter walls had not been finished. 

NEMO’s wall had a conflict between the program and the aesthetics of the 

building. With the deadline of October 3rd agreed by all parties, contractors and 
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subcontractors were already working at full capacity. Workers were asked to 

work on Sundays, and tensions were not infrequent.  

 

Accepting to host the Pritzker Prize meant carrying out unplanned tasks. This 

could produce priority deviation, therefore putting more pressure on the already 

stressed workers. Working 24 hours a day, 7 days a week in triple shifts could 

compromise detailing. If tasks were not organized with surgical precision, the 

October 3 rd opening date could be jeopardized. The alternative location, the 

Alhambra - a Spanish emblematic building- was ready to host the event. On the 

other hand, IDOM’s approach to service (Exhibit 9) called for an effort to look 

after the client’s needs. Conveniently managed, the event could be an incentive 

to maintain a very high work rhythm, anticipating the final rush. 

 

The construction site of the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao was the venue for the 

presentation of the 1997 Pritzker Architecture Prize to Sverre Fehn of Norway. 

The night before the ceremony rain was pouring in Bilbao, and the roofing of the 

Museum had not yet been completed. In the frenetic activity to finish the 

galleries’ conditioning for the event, a subcontractor had not temporarily covered 

one of the skylights. As a result, one of the galleries flooded with water. At 4 AM, 

a team of contractors, subcontractors and construction managers were still in the 

site covering the roof and draining water. After a long night their efforts were 

rewarded. Dawn brought a sunny day and the site was in an acceptable condition 

for the event. 
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The Pritzker Prize proved to be key for the timely completion of the construction. 

Energized by the very favorable response of both the media and the public, the 

entire team of construction workers, designers and managers devoted a last and 

formidable effort to have everything ready. Aligned with the team’s sense of 

commitment, each contractor and subcontractor had a permanent Jefe de Obra 

on site to facilitate the puzzling coordination in the final months. On May 31, 1997 

the Pritzker Prize was presented with great success, and worldwide media 

started giving attention to Bilbao. 
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The  AFTERMATH - 1998 

Attendance estimates had been a 

factor of controversy during the 

project, as most specialists 

considered the goal of 450,000 

visitors/year to be totally unrealistic. 

This estimate was based on the 

attendance of the Fine Arts Museum 

of Bilbao, considered one of Spain’s 

best museums –second only to the 

Prado in its collection of painting– 

which had a yearly attendance of 

200,000 visitors.  To put the figures 

in perspective, the Guggenheim 

museums in New York -Central Park 

and SoHo- together attract 900,000 

visitors/year. The first-year 

attendance goal was met in just four 

months. The total attendance in the 

first year raised to 1,350,000 visitors , 

making the Guggenheim Spain’s 

most popular museum after the 

Prado in Madrid. 

Friday, August 25, 2000  
 
Just a glimmer of its shimmering self  --- 
 Why is famed museum losing its shine?  
 
By Andrea Gerlin  
STAFF WRITER 
PHILEDELPHIA INQUIRER 

BILBAO, Spain - Rarely has a new building enjoyed as much 
acclaim as the Guggenheim  Museum's newest branch did when it 
opened on the esplanade along the River Nervion here in 1997. 
 
International critics, putting this industrial port city on the map for 
thousands of tourists, lavishly praised its shining fish-scale-like 
exterior. Architect Frank O. Gehry's bold    design earned him near-
mythic status in his profession, and one of his most eminent rivals, 
architect Philip Johnson, called it the "greatest building of our time." 
 
The shimmering building has already been a prop for James Bond 
(Pierce Brosnan in The World Is Not Enough) and Mariah Carey (in 
her music video for "Sweetheart"). But now, just three years after 
opening, the spectacular $100 million building whose corrosion-
proof titanium exterior was created to shine for centuries has 
started to resemble the rusting hull of an abandoned barge. 
Brownish streaks run down the side of the building, and the 
southern end appears to have a gray, sooty coating. Experts have 
conflicting theories about what is happening to the building, but one 
thing seems clear: This creation of space-age glimmer and 
technology is also a monument to the law of unintended 
consequences. Gehry chose titanium for its lightweight, its 
durability, and the warmth and character created by its muted 
reflective properties. The element is extracted from sand crystals, 
notably from Australian beaches, and is commonly used to build 
aircraft parts, high-performance bicycle frames, golf clubs, and 
replacement bones and joints. When rolled flat into panels, it forms 
an oxide on the surface that gives it a warm glow. 
 
Gehry had never used the mineral before, and he and his team of 
designers relied on a computer program developed for the French 
aerospace industry to experiment with the building's curvaceous 
shapes.  He picked it instead of a more traditional building material 
such as stone because, as he wrote: "Stone deteriorates in the 
pollution of our cities, whereas a third of a millimeter of titanium is a 
hundred-year guarantee against city pollution." Vincent Scully, a 
retired professor of architectural history at Yale University, said: 
"Titanium, to Gehry, does just what he wants. It looks absolutely 
weightless and it shines. Because the plates are small, the entire 
wall can undulate. But how it's going to hold up is a question." 
 
Scully said he visited the museum not long after it had opened and 
thought then that the titanium panels looked very fragile. "They just 
didn't look very permanent," he said. "It's very possible, I would 
think, that a lot of water is getting in between those sheaths and 
that rust is getting in there." Gehry declined to comment on the 
building's condition from his office in Los Angeles. 
 
The source of the discoloration depends on whom you ask. 
Museum officials blame the problem on the manufacturing process. 
The U.S. titanium supplier defends its product and says that some 
of the 33,000 panels used in the building were contaminated during 
construction.  
 
While pollution has not bored through any of the two-by-four-foot 
panels, it is apparently playing some role in the deteriorating 
aesthetic condition of the Guggenheim Bilbao's exterior. 
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SOLOMON   R.  GUGGENHEIM   FOUNDATION  

Thomas Krens expressed,  “This was a fight against skepticism. ” A year after the 

Museum’s opening, Krens believed that the results could not have been better. In 

his opinion, art and business were gathered as determinant factors in the 

building’s success. Krens, who worked closely with Gehry on the Museum’s 

design, is considered now as the patron of projects by Arata Isozaki, Zaha Hadid 

and Hans Holein, and has given architecture stronger support than any other 

American Museum’s Director in the past half-century.  

 

The  GUGGENHEIM   EFFECT  

“This is a big triumph for the Basques, and my best reward has been the way this 

Museum has contributed to reshape the image of Bilbao, Frank Gehry recalls, 

adding “This country has become en essential part in my life.” The Bilbainos 

have rediscovered their city and look at new projects with confidence and energy. 

The facades of its old buildings are being cleaned and painted. The impact of the 

Guggenheim in the city’s tourism is noticeable: two thirds of the Museum’s 

visitors are not from Bilbao, and half of those are from other countries.   

 

FOG/A is also collaborating with IDOM in a competition for a Winery in La Rioja, 

Spain. After the completion on time and on budget of the Guggenheim Bilbao 

Museum, IDOM has reinforced its image of design-sensitive efficient planners. 

Contractors and subcontractors, having gained credibility in completing the 

project, are more confident when submitting their proposals. Undoubtedly, the 
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Museum’s inherent complexity and iconic character has transformed into a 

marketing tool for all project participants. 

 

EXHIBITS 

 

 

 

Figure  913 

 

 

 

                                                 
13 Katie Cacace, Anna Stefanidou, Constantine L. Tsomides - Guggenheim Museum Bilbao Project Team Collaboration  
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Figure  1014 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
  Harvard University Graduate School of Design - May 19, 2000.  
14 Katie Cacace, Anna Stefanidou, Constantine L. Tsomides - Guggenhem  Museum Bilbao Project Team Collaboration  
    Harvard University Graduate School of Design - May 19, 2000. 
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COLLABORATING   CONTRACTORS  in  the  DESIGN   PROCESS 
Guggenheim  Bilbao  Museum 15 

Figure 11 
 

The following are Contractors who participated in the definition of the design 
solutions of  key architectural components of the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao. 

Umaran Exterior curtain walls  
Design of intersections between mullions 
Design of connections between curtain wall and 
secondary structure 

Folcrá Interior curtain walls: 
Design of the metal system that supports the glass pieces 

Balzola Tower S17 
Secondary structure 
Anchorage system for the stone 

Composites Gurea Interior wood floors 
High resistance wood planks of large dimensions 

Suesco Interior concrete floors 
Concrete floors in large areas without joints 

Lledó Interior lighting 
Design of light fixtures 

Erco Interior lighting 
Design of light fixtures 

Philips Interior lighting 
Design of light fixtures 

Drywall / Kooplad Drywall systems 
Development of a drywall system for curved shapes 

Intrave Cleaning and maintenance 
Study and design of hardware that allow for cleaning and 
maintenance of exterior and interior glass and metal 
surfaces 

Erkoch / Kaba Door hardware 
Development of hardware systems to meet the technical 
and esthetical requirements  

University of Navarra 
School of Architecture 
Construction Department 

Exterior walls 
Consultant for stone façade system 
Consultant for metal walls system 
Laboratory tests to determine the best thermal insulation 
system 

Peninsular de Aislamientos Thermal insulation 
System to fix the rockwood panels to the metal wall 

                                                                                                                                                 
 
15 Katie Cacace, Anna Stefanidou, Constantine L. Tsomides - Guggenhem  Museum Bilbao Project Team 
Collaboration Harvard University Graduate School of Design - May 19, 2000.Table received from Luis Rodriguez, Idom, 
on 4/11/00 to explain the participation of subcontractors in the design process (Mechanical, Electrical, Elevator 
subcontractors not included). 
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Figure 12 

 

Figure 13 
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Figure 14 
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Figure 15 
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Figure 16 
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Figure 17 

 

 
 

Digitizing of physical model with Catia Catia Digital Surface Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CNC router physical model Catia complex curve analysis 
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Catia curve frame analysis Catia curve point analysis 

Figure 18 

 

Figure 19 
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Figure 20 

 

Figure 21 
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A COMPARITIVE ANALYSIS 

 The Walt  Disney  Concert  Hall  and  Guggenheim  Bilbao  Museum 

 

Though similar in scale and geometry, the Disney Concert Hall is 230,000 SF 

and the Bilbao Guggenheim Museum is 258,000 SF, these two projects have had 

very different outcomes.  The Disney Concert Hall project is projected to span a 

minimum of 15 years, (the project is under construction at this writing),  as 

compared to 6 years for the Bilbao Guggenheim Museum.  The following is a 

summation of the decisive factors, which contributed to this disparity:   

 

1. Owner's Master Plan: In the case of the Bilbao, the owners had a long-range 

city urban macro plan and a framework for the specific planning of the 

museum project; The City of Los Angeles had no such clarity. 

 

2. Owner's Management:   Bilbao conceived of the CMG, which would have full 

responsibility for the design,  construction and long-term management of the 

project under the sole direction of Juan Ignacio Vidarte. The City of Los 

Angeles failed to resolve the need for a central point of management, or do a 

financial feasibility study prior to design, for control for the project at the 

outset.  Thus, no clear program, budget or schedule was established; 

furthermore,  no mechanisms were established to provide safeguards or 

accountability between the project participants. 
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3.  Programming:  The Bilbao Museum owners, (CMG and SRGF),  had direct 

access to museum "in-house" building specialist (the SRGF NY museum 

staff), thus "functional" design and museum technology issues were 

established under the owner's directive, and then clearly conveyed to the 

"design" and "executive'" architects via the owner's  program. The City of Los 

Angeles relied on the "design" architect (FOGA) and FOGA's consultant for 

technology dictations (i.e. acoustical research). 

 

4. Extensive "research" and design revisions, following the design competition, 

for both interior and exterior form by FOGA and the acoustical consultant(s). 

 

5. FOGA transposed design and computer technology knowledge from the 

Disney Concert Hall to the Bilbao Guggenheim Museum. 

 

6. Project Delivery Methodology: Bilbao used a decomposed fiduciary agent 

"collaborative design-build" model, whereby responsibility was clearly defined 

between the "design architect (FOGA)" and the "executive architect (IDOM)" 

making IDOM, responsible for cost and schedule, thus facilitating direct "in-

formal ' communication between architects, engineers, prime contractors, and 

craftsman. The Disney Concert Hall project delivery team included an 

external Project Management consortium ( 3 General Contractors) that were 

from the traditional GC design-bid-build process.  This additional project 

player, and the complexity of this critical team component (i.e. 3 GC's as the 
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Project Manager), inherently complicated in-formal communication, and the 

much-needed exchange of technical and cost control information.  

 

7. Informal Knowledge Network: At the outset, the Bilbao CRG valued the input 

of contractors as an inherent element of the design process. This enabled 

accurate direct technical and cost feedback during schematic design,  design 

development, and construction documents phases of the project from the 

craftsman who would ultimately perform the work. An "informal" knowledge 

network was leveraged from the earliest phases of the project, i.e. the initial 

site selection to the ultimate completion of the building.  

 

8. Team Building and Checks-and-Balances:  Juan Vidarte, was solely 

responsible for the managing the Bilbao Museum project.  Fred Nicholas, an 

attorney and developer, chaired the Disney Concert Hall Committee.  With no 

comprehensive City of LA master plan, project scope definition, financial 

feasibility study, or defined building budget, the Disney Concert Hall was 

doomed for conflict, cost and budget problems.  The Disney Concert Hall had 

no fundamental benchmark in for design scope or budget control during the 

most critical phases of the project, (conceptual and schematic design), thus, 

no checks balances were possible.  Furthermore, one can surmise that 

sophisticated management knowledge, team building skills, communication 

skills and strategy are much more critical to the emerging dynamic network 
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project delivery methodology than the traditional linear segmented 

"adversarial" legally controlled management tactics.  

 

9. Project Management: In Bilbao, a Fast-Track project delivery method was 

utilized.  Seven prime contractors were utilized, allowing an overlap of the 

work phases, thus shortening the project time-line by two years. IDOM 

established formal "Freeze Dates" for critical path events that locked required 

design decisions. Disney utilized the traditional linear hierarchical (static and 

inflexible) project delivery method. 

 

I have not included technology (i.e. Catia) in the above list as FOGA has utilized 

CATIA, and AutoCAD, equally between Disney and Bilbao.  Virginia Beach has 

argued that the reason for the 1994 exorbitant bid price ( 230 Million) was due to 

the complexity of the construction documents as compiled by FOGA's associate 

architectural firm, Dworsky Associates. Further, Beach  has claimed that the 

reason for the on-time and on-budget success of the Bilbao Guggenheim 

Museum was due to the use of Catia by FOGA.  Quoting Beach (April, 1999): 

 
------ Clearly, bidders had somehow inferred from the drawings that the 
[Disney] concert hall was going to be a very difficult project to build. The 
Music Center shut down the project and hired more consultants. But was it 
the design that was so daunting, or the drawings  [italics by writer]? 
 
They [FOGA] also now knew that entering the Catia universe meant they 
should reorganize the whole drawing set to follow a new logic. So, on 
Bilbao, instead of trying to describe three-dimensional geometries with 
two-dimensional conventions, FOGA left the 3D stuff where it belonged: in 
cyberspace. This way, when the contractors needed to figure out how to 
cut a particular stone or metal panel, they went directly to the data in the 
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computer. Now, instead of doing traditional shop drawings, the contractors 
learned to transform the digitized coordinates into cutting instructions, or 
into machine paths if using automated tools. The architect's drawing set 
(now simpler and slimmer) became basically a visual guide, a paper index 
to locating virtual information.  

 
All the data needed to give to the contractors was now in the computer in 
three dimensions. So, quite sensibly, the bid documents referred to this 
information with three-dimensional views. Along with these isometrics, 
only a few basic sections and elevations were included on the sheets for 
further orientation.  

 

We can now state unequivocally that the use of Catia, and a minimized set of 

FOGA construction documents, were not the answer to the Disney Concert Hall 

budget woes.  In August, 1997 Diane Disney Miller, authorized up to $14 million 

in Disney family funds to have Frank O. Gehry & Associates complete the Disney 

construction documents; a final estimate projects cost of the building at $274 

million16. Thus, the building cost is now projected at 44 million dollars more than 

the 230 million dollar bid received from the Dworsky Associates documents.  

Certainly, inflation is a contributing factor, however, we can certainly state that 

the building cost did not go down with the rework of the Disney construction 

documents by FOGA. Secondly, relative to Bilbao,  Beach has stated: "The 

architect's [FOGA] drawing set (now simpler and slimmer) became basically a 

visual guide, a paper index to locating virtual information" .  Additional research 

indicates that there were no magical 3D Catia documents for the Bilbao 

Guggenheim Museum.  Catia, and other software systems, were essential 

empowering tools making the realization of the sculpturesques forms feasible.  

                                                 
16 December 8, 1999 Los Angeles Times 
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However, hundreds of paper working drawings, and thousands of shop drawings 

were utilized.  Quoting IDOM Bilbao project manager Luis Rodriguez17:  

The full set of construction documents that were bid would have had 800-
900 drawings [the AutoCAD drawing were let out to bid in seven prime 
contract "packages"]. Of course, if you add-up the shop drawings, the total 
number of drawings of the Museum could have been more than one 
hundred thousand. Catia showed the "what". Without Catia, it probably 
would have been impossible to describe the complex shapes.  The steel 
structure was designed by SOM using their own system, AES, not Catia. 
Catia only conveyed the shapes. URSSA, the steel subcontractor, used 
BOCAD, not Catia. As far as we know, Cosentini never used Catia.  

 
Of course, a huge number of drawings and shop drawings were 
developed. The Catia models provided by FOGA showed "what" needed 
to be done, the shapes, but not the "how".  To convey the "how", the 
construction details, a fair amount of drawings were needed.  Some 
subcontractors used Catia extensively to analyze how to do things. It was 
needed because of the 3D problems. You have the shapes, but you must 
develop the full construction detail to know what to order and how to build 
it on site. But all the same, FOGA had to make a lot of drawings for 
checking, approval, etc. 

 
When possible, they FOGA, and managed, to link the shop machines with 
the computer models to simplify and avoid errors, but shop drawings were 
needed all the same.  In addition, you must tell the workers on site how to 
do things, and you cannot do that with a Catia station. Moreover, the use 
of Catia is not at all as straightforward as it is said sometimes to be; I 
estimate more than 150,000 Catia hours were used by the different 
contractors.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
17 Luis R. Rodriguies, PhD - Project Manager, IDOM and the Bilbao Guggenheim Museum - 9 August 2000. 
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COMPARITIVE ANALYSIS  
DISNEY CONCERT  HALL  and  BILBAO  GUGGENHEIM  MUSEUM 

 
Item Disney Concert Hall Bilbao Guggenheim 

Museum 

Start Date 1988 1991 

Completion Date 2003 (Projected)18 1997 

Project Duration 15 years (Projected) 6 years 

Project Type Music Hall Museum 

Project Public Perception Mismanaged-
Unsuccessful19 

Well Managed- 
Highly Successful 

Project Building Area 230,00020 258,000 SF21  

Project Cost  $ 278,000,000 (Projected) 
22 

$ 100,000,00023  

Project Cost Per SF $ 1,208 / SF $ 543 / SF 

Project Geometric 
Typology 

Complex Curves Complex Curves 

Exterior Skin Stainless Steel 
(cheaper)24 

Titanium 

Project Delivery Type PM-Collaborative Design-
Build  
(Architect Driven)25 

PM-Collaborative Design-
Build 
(Owner Driven)26 

Architect Role  (FOGA) Design Specialist  Design Specialist 

Executive Architect Role Dworsky Associates: 
1) Construction Drawings 

IDOM:  
1) Budget  
2) Schedule  
3) Last 20% Construction 
    Dwgs  and Details 

Building Consultant Acoustical (2) - under Museum (1) - under 
                                                 
18 December 8, 1999 Los Angeles Times 
19 December 8, 1999 Los Angeles Times 
20 Virginia Beach - Building  Sketches: Disney Concert Hall, Los Angeles and Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao.  GSD 7212 - 
Spring,  
     1999. 
21 24.000 m2 / 0.09290304 = 258,000 SF  (Source = Luis R. Rodriguez, PhD - Project Manager - IDOM, August 9, 2000).  
22 December 8, 1999 Los Angeles Times 
23 14,000 M Pesetas (@ 140 / $ = 100,000,000)  (Source = Luis R. Rodriguez, PhD - Project Manager - IDOM, August 9, 
2000). 
24 December 8, 1999 Los Angeles Times 
25 December 8, 1999 Los Angeles Times.   GSD 7212 -  Harvard  Design School - Issues in Architecture, Spring 1999 - 
taught by Professors Carl Sapers, Mack Scoggin, and Virginia Beach.   
26 Personal Interview - 22 April, 1999 - Juan Ignacio Vidarte - Director of the CMG and the Bilbao Guggenheim Museum.  
Also, see  
     Harvard Design School - Case Study by Pablo Vaggione and Francisco Gonzalez Pulido -  February, 1999 for GSD 
6314 -  
     Project Management.  
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Specialist Architect Owner 

Construction Document 
Type 

Catia - AutoCAD Catia - AutoCAD 

Perceived Contractor 
Role 

Needs Controlling-No 
value to Design & 
Architecture 

Empowered - Knowledge 
Mining -Asset to Design & 
Architecture 

Project Control Priority  Aesthetics - Design 
Architect àFOGA27 

Time/Budget - Executive 
Architect à Project 
Manager - IDOM28 

Geography: Design - Ex. 
Architect 

Local - Local 
(disadvantage?) 

International - Local 
(advantage) 

Figure 23 

 

Figure 24 

 

 

                                                 
27 Virginia Beach - Building  Sketches: Disney Concert Hall, Los Angeles and Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao.  
GSD 7212 -  Harvard   
     Design School - Issues in Architecture, Spring 1999 - taught by Professors Carl Sapers, Mack Scoggin, 
and Virginia Beach.   
     Also  -  December 8, 1999 Los Angeles Times. 
28 Personal Interview - 22 April, 1999 - Juan Ignacio Vidarte - Director of the CMG and the Bilbao 
Guggenheim Museum.  Also,  
     Harvard Design School - Case Study by Pablo Vaggione and Francisco Gonzalez Pulido -  February, 
1999 for GSD 6314.  
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Figure 25 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26 
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Figure 27 
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1-7 Approximate sequence of project player formulation and knowledge  
In-put ---- (needs further research) 
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SUMMARY  

FOGA has been transformed over the last decade, growing from approximately 

40  to 160 staff.  This is attributed to the business savvy of Frank Gehry, and the 

resounding success and recognition of the Bilbao Guggenheim Museum as a 

highly successful work of architecture (i.e. design and construction).  This was 

the result of the timely convergence of several major factors, a recap of 

contributing factors is as follows: 

1. The evolution of Frank Gehry's design work to highly sophisticated 

sculpturesque forms. 

2. The vision of two "joint-ventured" owners with complimentary goals, the 

SRGF and Bilbao leaders. 

3. The well conceived "business-plan" of Basque officials and the SRGF 

(Thomas Krens).  

4. The addition of Jim Glymph to FOGA, with computer expertise, and in-house 

construction documents.   

5. The intra-organizational, and consequently, the inter-organizational change at 

FOGA with the addition and utilization of key FOGA staff (i.e. Jim Glymph, Ed 

Chan, Randy Jefferson, Dennis Shelden and others) enabling the in-house 

production of construction documents.  

6. The management and technical knowledge of IDOM, which enabled the Fast-

Track, project delivery method and complimentary architectural technical 

consultation to FOGA and the CMG.  
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7. The evolution of information technology in design and construction (i.e. 

architecture) to allow a higher level of communication between intuitive 

geometric genius (Frank Gehry and staff), rational quantification management 

(IDOM and staff), specialty consultants (SOM, etc.) and physical form 

generation utilizing CNC (Computer-Numeric-Control software and milling 

machines), etc. via knowledgeable technically contributing construction 

craftsmen.  

8. The CMG's and IDOM's "inclusive" attitude toward local Basque contractors 

and craftsman resulting in an in-formal dynamic knowledge network 

(collaborative design-build team).   

 

Frank Gehry is often asked to duplicate the success of the Bilbao Guggenheim 

Museum.29  In response he states: 

 

For one thing, he says, Bilbao resulted from a unique confluence of 
factors, including a dynamic museum director, a plethora of new building 
projects in  the city and the keen desire of Basque officials for a world-
class design. Believe me, you can't just go and make another Bilbao 
without having all the ducks in a row.30 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
29 Frank Gehry lecture at the Harvard Graduate School of Design, November - 1999.  
30 The new Frank Lloyd Wright? Gehry's buildings have made him architecture's rock star - Maria Puente, 
USA TODAY  (10/22/99). 
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Figure 30  
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Figure 31  
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Figure 32 
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Frank O'Gehry  
& Associates   

 
Case Study 2  - SUMMATION 

 
Keywords: 

Architectural Practice -  Information Technology  

Project Delivery Methodology 

Protagonist: 
 

Frank O'Gehry 

 
Objectives:  

Use of IT to empower the architectural practice - 

fiduciary agent-professionalism - role of project managers (form) 

Decisions: How to apply IT to fit value systems and professional objectives 

Time period:  1987-2000  

Projects reviewed: 1 ) Disney Concert Hall - Los Angeles  

2 ) Bilbao Guggenheim Museum 

Main Issues:     

 

1 ) Incorporation of IT in architectural practice 

2 ) Intra-organizational changes in the firm  

      (Jim Glymph-Catia and Collaborative Teams) 

3 ) external leadership of projects (among other organizations -  

      City of LA, CMG and IDOM) 

4 ) Creativity and market differentiation using IT ----- (FOGA-Catia) 

5 ) Design vs. Professionalism (fiduciary agent) 

6 ) Shaping of practice because of IT (project delivery - interaction 
with Dworsky - IDOM, and varied relationship to contractor 
between the 2 projects) 

7 ) Inter and Intra-organizational relationships  

8 ) (staff change, project lead) 

9 ) Use of specialty consultants - owner position in delegation and 
control between the 2 projects.  

10 ) Budget control   

11 ) project delivery methodology (Disney vs. Bilbao) 

Innovations: 
 
 
 
 

1 ) Creative complex architectural form (Catia and other software - 
manufacturing methods) 

2 ) Dynamic "checks and balances" project management of specialist 
in Bilbao  

3 ) Uses the latest hardware & software - links between the design 
and construction team 

4 ) Cost estimate control by IDOM - Project management 

End  of  FOGA  Case  Study31 

                                                 
31 The writer was unable to gain additional insight from FOGA. A letter of 19 October, 1999  to FOGA - c/o Dennis 
Shelden, Director - Research and Development at Frank O'Gehry & Associates,  requested assistance from FOGA for this 
Case  Study to include the following proposed projects,  the: 

• Disney Concert Hall - Bilbao Museum - MIT Computer Science Lab 
FOGA did not find the research proposal advantageous to their research endeavors at that time - 11/29/1999. 


